ANWAR ffiRAHIM:
PRIME MINISTER-TO-BE?

THE INCUMBENT

THE CHALLENGER

In the hurly-burly of
the stampede for the
crown of UMNO Baru,
the main victims are
not Ghafar or Sanusi
or Pak Lah, but principles such as loyalty, friendship, ethics,
integrity and honour.
In its place has
emerged the ugly
traits of treachery,
ruthlessness, deceit
and slander, observes NNP. UMNO Baru
has truly come of age
in the dirty world of
politics.
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HE conte.st for the deputy
of Umno is as
good as over. Datuk Seri
Anwar Ibrahim has bagged nominations for the post from one division
after another, leaving his opponent
limpmg far behind in a race so uneven that it has left onlookers and
some say, even the Prime Minister
dumbfounded.
Political watchers had expected
the Finance Minister to sweep most
of the nominations, but not by the
landslide that has devastated the incumbent, Ghafar Baba. As the
Aliran Monthly went to press, more
p~sidency

that party members could support
whoever they wished, but they had
no right to tell the party veteran not
to contest. Rafidah's admonition is
unlikely to go down well with
Anwar and his men, but hers was the
first voice of reason in the madness
that seems to have seized the party
from the day Anwar announced his
candidacy.
In retrospect, the August 23 press
conference spelt the beginning of the
end for Ghafar. It had the flair, polish
and chic that few Umno leaders
would have been able to carry off.
The gathering was more a show of
The strident trio:
NAJIB RAZAK

Datuk Seri Rafidah Aziz has described
those demanding that Ghafar quit the contest as lacking in "human values and
ethics" ... The woman minister rightly said
that party members could support
whoever they wished, but they had no
right to tell the party veteran not to contest.
div1s1ons were holding their meetings and the trend set in the first
series of meetings seems to be continuing in Anwar's favour.
And as the nominations keep
rolling into the challenger's camp,
calls for the incumbent to withdraw
have grown louder and harsher. The
most strident perhaps have come
from the trio who have so far secured
the most nominations for the three
"icc- president posts. They are ai!.D
-...ud to be aspimnts to the Number
Two poM the eventual day that
Anwar slides into the top seat.
Anwar, to his credit, has not suggested that Ghafar should step aside.
But then, he has no need to. There
are people to do the work for him and
thetr insolence has undeNandably
upset quarters withm the party. One
of them was Wan ita chairman Datuk
Seri Rafidah Aziz \\.hO has descnbed
those demanding that Ghafar quit the
contest as lacking in "human values
and ethics".
The woman minister rightly said

strength than anything else. Eight
Umno menteris besar and one chief
minister, nine out of 14 Umno
cabinet ministers and 16 Umno
deputy ministers were present to
align themsehes to the man most
likely to be Prime Minister.
It was formidable, an Umno
j urassic park, !-.Orne said, and was
meant to show lhe other side that "the
force is with Anwar". It was also a
warning that if the other side did not
withdraw, it would surely be
defeated since almost everybody
who was an Umno somebody had
hitched themselves to the winning
ticket.

MUHAMMAD TAIB

TURNCOATS
But most interesting of all was
the sight of those who used to belong
to the other camp, who used to
criticise Anwar as a young upstart,
who called him names like helicopter politician, ambitious northerner
and other worse titles that would be
unbecoming to repeat. For weeks,
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MUHYIDDIN YASSIN

there had been speculation and talk
that so-and-so or such-and-such a
person had crossed over or switched
camps. The heavyweight'> present
that morning confirmed some of the
worst suspicions.
It was a sort of a fait accompli for
Anwar. Prominent among those who
had only recently decided to seek
their fortune with the Finance Minister were Minister of Inf(>rmation
Datuk
Mohamed
Rahmat,
Terengganu Menteri Besar Tan Sri
Wan Mokhtar Ahmad, Minister o(
Justice Syed Hamid Syed Albar and
Negeri Sembilan Menteri Besar Tan
Sri Mohd lsa Abdul Samad. These
were men once associated with the
Deputy Prime Minister Ghafar
Baba. The notable absentee was
Ratidah, with whom Anwar is said
to have jarring differences over
economic policy. The lady,
everyone said of her absence, "has
guts".
The bombshell though were the
Sabah faces . Ghafar' s baby, appeared to have swayed to the other
side for 19ofthe20Umnodivisions

Ghafar stalwarts: SANUSI JUNID

ABDULLAH BADAWI

projected as stubborn, clinging on to
power, reluctant to give way to new
blood and generally, the source of a
potential split in the party. The victim has been made to look like the
villian. Some think it is this rubbing
of salt into injury that is the cause of
the cold fury so often discernible in
Ghafar these days.
They have been able to do with a

They fear a media blitz at this stage
may put people off and backfire into
sympathy votes for Ghafar. Besides,
too aggressive a campaign, given
their near-victorious position, would
only confinn those allegations
levelled against Anwar- that he does
not respect party veterans, that he is
greedy and impatient for power and
position.
Only recently, Anwar was
reported to have told an Umno
gathering in Kota Baru that he would
not be able to devote more time to
meeting party grassrooto; as he had
his Ministry of Finance commitments as well as the Budget due on
October 29. In fact, the Budget and
other economic issues will be fundamental to the challenging camp's
campaign strategy.

The incumbent has been made out to be
the one causing the contest by the very
side that is the cause of the contest.
Ghafar has been projected as stubborn,
clinging on to power, reluctant to give way
to new blood and generally, the source of
a potential split in the party.
in Sabah decided to support Anwar.
Anwar's men had snatched the baby
from Ghat~rr' s cradle! Before the day
was over, people were already talking about the next Prime Minister of
Malaysia being an "anak Pulau
Pi nang".

VICTIM OR VILUAN?
Since then, the challenger has
completely turned the tables on the
incumbent. The incumbent has been
made out to be the one causing the
contest by the very ·side that is the
cause of the contest. Ghafar has been

great deal of effect because the
mainstream media, with the crossover of Tok Mat, hm; come completely within the ambit of the
challenger's sphere of control. Some
of the media still make a pretence of
giving even space to both sides, but
it is clear that whatever news carried
about Ghafar hm; a negative slant
and sometimes, even carries an outright slur.
In fact, Anwar's underlings are
said to have quietly approached
media editors, urging them not to
over-play news regarding their boss.
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MAN OF VISION?
Anwar's support lies in the urban
Malay middle-class who view
politics a~ a means to an end that is
no longer delined purely by traditional nationalistic values, but business opportunities as well. The
economic platform serves him well
for he has quite unreservedly
projected himself as the candidate
most competent to carry on the
Prime Minister's vision of a fully
industrialised society.
In that sense too, he has managed
to create the impression that he en-

joys the blessings of Datuk Seri
Mahathir Mohamad. Political observers are of the opinion that
Mahathir, despite stating that he was
against a contest and would not take
sides, seems to prefer Anwar as his
successor.
This is unsurprising, they say, for
Mahathir had personally plucked
Anwar out from the nongovernmental wilderness to be
groomed for more important things.

politicians like Tun Datu Mustapha
Datu Harun behind him. They do
have something in common though
- both are creatures of political expediency.
The fact that Mustapha's
division is the only Sabah division
behind Ghafar speaks poorly of
Mahathir's choice of him as Minister
for Sabah Affairs. Mustapha may
have been put in charge of the Sabah
field, but he has obviously lost con-

Mahathir, despite stating that he was
against a contest ... seems to prefer Anwar
as his successor.
They say that Anwar is clearly
Mahathir's favourite in the cabinet
otherwise, Ratidah would have
landed the plumjobofFinanceMinister:
But far more important is that
more than 50 per cent of about 1,HOO
delegates, who will decide on who is
to become the deputy president, will
mostly be those of age 45 and below,
not very much older than the 46year-old Anwar. They arc also likely
to be urban-based, business-oriented
persons as opposed to the fanners
and teachers who used to dominate
the party. Ghafar used to be one of
the latter.
Then there are the non-Malay
tycoons and businessmen who are
also said to have staked their financial futures to this rising star whose
radical speeches as a student activist
have not quite faded from some
memories. Some of them are alleged
to be more than willing to finance his
campaign to the second top post in
Umno though there is no evidence to
confirm this.

SLICK CAMPAIGN
Pitched against the slick campaign being run by Anwar's "brash,
young men", Ghafar seems to be
plodding along with little direction,
let alone strategy. He has become a
political titanic, abandoned overnight with only over-the-hill

trol of his horses. Perhaps the question should be: In the first place, did
he have any support from the other
divisions to warrant being made
Minister of Sabah Affairs?
Other victims of the media are
Ghafar's loyal stalwarts, Foreign
Minister Datuk Abdullah Badawi
and Agriculture Minister Datuk Seri
Sanusi Junid. Their camp's attempts
to get some kind of campaign
machinery going in the rural areas
wa'\ tom to shreds by the Anwarfriendly Press.

ABUSE OF
GOVERNMENT
MACHINERY
Meetings held with Kemas and
Risda government officers
Ghafar's middlemen in reaching the
rural gra-;sroots - had been projected
as an abuse of government personnel
and facilities for political ends. It
was precisely that except that the
giant abuser is none other than the
Barisan Nasional, especially during
general elections. Unfortunately,
Ghafar, who had in the past used
these bodies without question and
without being questioned, ha<; found
the ground cut away beneath him
this time.
One good thing about the incident was the questions raised over
the role of Kemas, a body which
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until now has functioned vaguely in
the name of promoting national
unity, but which all and sundry know
as the propagandaagentoftheruling
party, especially in the countryside.
Kemas' real function is perhaps one
of the "most open secrets" in the
country.
The campaign has also shown up
the generational gap that exists between the two contestants, of how
things have changed since Ghafar
began life as a politician. Ghafar had
thought that he could roam the
countryside at will, commanding
audiences and support a<; in the old
days when the time came. He must
have been largely unaware that
Anwar's network of organisations
and men had reached these destinations much earlier, persuading
through ways and means quite
beyond the imagination or means of
the incumbent. Anwar, unlike
Ghafar, has a strategy and he has the
people and the means to implement
it.

THE REAL CAMPAIGN
The period from now until the
· November 4 - as the delegates to the
party assembly are elected- is likely
to underscore just how complex and
sophisticated the struggle for political power and position has become.
It is when the delegates identities are
known that the campaign proper will
start.
Campaigners from both camps
will then make individual and personal approaches to each of the
I ,800-odd delegates to win their
votes. This is when money politics is
likely to rear its hideous head. The
talk is that a certain camp is willing
to spend from RMI5,000 upwards
tor each delegate, an amount that
would tally to the astonishing sum of
more than RM2.8 million.
This, they say, is a conservative
estimate. Wealthy friends and associates of the candidate are said to
be fighting to chip in to the fund for
they know that this is an invesunent
that will reap rich dividends. As for
the delegates, they will find themsel-

ves much !'>Ought after from the moment their names are decided at the
divisional AGM until the moment
they ca~t their H>tes at the general
ao;o;embly The candidates will try to
meet them personally. There will be
dinners and sometime!. even "gifts".
They will be lavished with flfSt
class treatment when they arrive in
Kuala Lumpur f()r the general assembly, staying at the poshest hotels.
No expense~ will be spared for their
comfort. and it IS said, even for extracurricular activities. All this will cost
a bomb and, complain some Umno
leader~ who do not have as many
nch backers ao; others, will get more
and more expensive with each assembly a., delegates' expectations
grow higher and higher.

MONEY POUTICS
Incidentally. it is interesting to
note that Gh.1far's camp and people
like Sanus1 and Pak Lah have been
the most vocal regarding the use of
money politics It is a totally unethical practice wh1ch hac; cast a loathsome hale around politics and
polit11:1<1ns Other-. who have been
quoted vo1c1ng similar disquiet indude Syed Hamid, who is eyeing the
Youth Ch1efs post, and the ambitious Datulo.. Seri Najib Razak who
hopes to move from Youth chief to
being one of the vice-presidents.
The other deputy president hopeful h<LS been \!rangely silent on
money politics, wh1ch is surely
frowned upon m Islam and quite unlo..nown to Malay politics until a few
year... ago l n\tead, he prefers to hit
out at thoc;e malung "all kinds of
allegations" aga1n!.t lum, at the
'\urat-<.urat layang" flying about.
But arc Umno general assembly
dekgatt!s so na1ve and susceptible?
Would they not be able to savour the
extravagant treatment while it lasts,
and at the end of it all, choose the
candidate! they bdit!ve in? Many of
the delegates are euucated. with
minus of the1r own, but what usually
happens i-. that if the state Umno
chief wpports a certain candidate,
then he will work on the division

lo\t the battle for the Umno crown,
Anwar has never been more sure of
winning.

MAHATHIR THE
SPECTATOR

SYED HAMID SYED ALBAR:
Formerly with Ghafar

heads who will in turn see to it that
those who share his or her voting
preference will become uelegates.
The widely-held vit!w i., that
since all the menteris besar, and the
chief minister and deputy cluef minister in the case of MaJacca and
Penang respectively, have thrown
their support behind Anwar, the
general tendency will be for most of
the divisions to do likewise.

A SPILT IN THE MAKING
From all mdication!., it doe!. not
seem likely that Ghafar \\ill
wi!hdraw from !he race de,pite tus
still single digit number of nomlllations compared to the treble figure
commanded by Anwar. Each
nomination from the divisiOnS
comes with 10 votes for the
nominee, a new party regulation
which Ghafar must now regret bitterly for endorsing since he will be
the likely victim.
In fact, Anwar's men have c.lU!>t!
for worry if Ghafar mdeed goe!>
ahead with the tight. The contC'>t w iII
definitely cause a split of •.,om. in the
party and in the process wealo..en the
party to the advantage ot Semangat
46 and PAS. There may even be
cross-over!. to the1.e oppo!.ition partics which would be embarrassing
for Umno
If tlus happen!.. the bl.1me m1ght
fall on An>.\ar for going .1gam't party
tradition, for being too impat1ent to
wait hi!. turn, accu'>atlon-. once
levelled against a certain Kelantan
prince. The only difference here
would be that, unlike the pnnce who
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And in the midst of the chaos sits
Mahathir, hke some benign and wise
man, seemingly far from the madding crowd. Some observers, in fact,
think that Mahathir is to blame for
what is happening in the party. The
Umno president had in the past been
unequivocal on the need for party
unity, for continuity and tradition.
He had advised the party's
second echelon to he patient and to
wait for their hour instead of causing
contests that would only result in
bitter ruptures. In that case, ought he
not to have put his foot firmly down
against a contest'! Instead, he ha!.
elected to be "neutml" and even now,
when clear rifts are deepening amid
old feuds, he i., strangely silent and
seermngly undisturbed.
Some say he ha<; never felt comfortable with Ghafar since his
(Mahathir's) heart attack. At that
lllne, there were rumours that Ghafar
and those affiliated to him had got
together to plan for any eventualities. Since then enough water
has pasSC!d unuer the bridge to make
Anwar his preferred choice of successor. Anwar, being only 46, would
not be in '>uch a huny to take over
from him or at least, that is what he
likes to think. And that more or less
sealed Ghafar's destiny.
And in the hurly-burly of the
stampede for the coveted pa-;s to
Umno cro\\n, the main victims are
not Ghafar or Sanusi or Pak Lah, but
cherished principles such as loyalty,
fnendship, ethics, integrity and
honour In its place has emerged the
ugly trait<; of treachery, ruthlessnes!.,
deceit
and
slander
People,
politician ... in particular, seem to
have no qualms selling themselves
.md perhaps even their soul just to
stay Ill power. In that sense, Umno
has truly come of age in the world of
politics. •

HEART TO HEART
Wlat comes from the lips reaches the ear. what comes from the heart reaches the heart." -Arab Proverb

Cnunbs FroiD Vienna

World Human Rights Conference Violates Human Rights
would like to ask
you to place yourselves in the following scenario:
You have been invited (more or less) to
attend what former US
President
Jimmy
Carter described as the
"world's most important conference the
world has ever known
in 25 years" - the
World Conference on
Human Rights in Vienna, Austria- right in the
heart of Europe.
You get all excited,
not so much for the opportunity to see Europe
for the first time but
more so to be in the " I found it very difficult to approach any of the activists around me - they seemed to be
midst of a global com- more concerned about their own issues and agendas."
munity of peoples - of
selfless and dedicated
designs!) The next day I informed
only just begun!
people otherwi~e known a..<; "human
the organisers that this would not do.
I was separated while on transit
in London by taking an earlier flight
rights activists" who would tight and
Then they put me in what they
literally give their very lives for the
to Vienna. At the airport in Austria I
described as a "hotel tit for Kings"
discovered my wheelchair was
cause they believe in!
and said I would be all right.
Prisoners of Con<,cience ...
This time my wheelchair could
"lost" somewhere in London There
not get through the bathroom door
Women against Violence . People
was no one to meet me at the airport.
for Justice, Integrity and Freedom
Fortunately after the airport kindly
and so I had to sit on a rolling-chair
The theme for the Vtcnna Conand be dragged in and out of the
lent me their wheelchair which
showed signs of wear and tear, I
toilet and bathroom everytime I
ference was set- "Human Rtghts for
All"
managed to befriend a Singaporean
needed to use it. The next day I was
aboard Auo;tria Airhnes who helped
told by the organisers that a mistake
Weeks go by as you wait for your
had taken place - and that the some to the Austria Centre.
confirmation tickets, then you finalThere ... utter chaos! After hours
ly dash off to the airport upon receivcalled "King's hotel" was not under
their budget. The bill came up to
ing your ti~kets "just in the nick of
of waiting in queues, hungry and
RM800.00 a night and I was told that
tired. I was finally given a hotel
time" - 10 hours before your tltght,
I had to pay for it. Ifl chose not to, I
courtesy of the "fast, efficient and
room There were 3 steps to the lift.
reliable senices of Dill,".
The lift was <;O small that I had to
could get arrested and ~pend the
night in jail. I told them I had no such
You breathe a sigh of relief
&,mantle part<> of my wheelchair to
money and warned them that if they
aboard British Airways after disenter the lift.
In my room there w,IS one step
arrested me, my government would
covering some Malaysi<m fnends
surely take up my case. (Malaysia aboard. You say to yourself, "Thank
leading to my bed, separating me
champion of human rights?!! Fancy
goodncs~!", but the nightmare has
from the toilet. (Talk about smart

I
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oriented" but they were very inin front of us so that they (the
that.) After 3 hours of waiting, they
dividualistic on caring and unconhungry- photographers) can get
finally told me, "Okay, this time
cerned about others. I often got the
we' II pay for it - but make sure YOU
hlm". It was then that it became clear
don't do this again."
feeling that the:: pc:up!t: againsttonure
to me that the role ot the disabled
would only pay attention to me if I
So I was sent back to my ftrst
was only a token and a farce.
room where to take a bath, I had to
myself were tortured physically in
Disabled People's International
some way - and yet in many ways I
crawl onto the floor of the showerwhose delegates had to cut short
their stay also because of the lack of
room whlch had dangerous glasswas undergoing a great deal of tordoors which could cut me if I were
ture!
facilities were outraged at the inacnot extra-careful. I was
cessibility and marginalisation issues contotally dependent on the
help of a Malaysian I
cerning the disabled at the
befriended at the ConNGO forums. DPI said,
ference who volunteered
~' ~ "Unfortunately, we found
to stay with me. It was a
that, even within the
great pressure for both of
human rights community,
Human Rights for all
us. He had to deal with his
busy schedule and I who
were acrually human
rights for SOME. Violawas quite an independent
tions of disabled people's
person at home felt
trapped in a cage in my
human rights were almost
totally ignored."
hotel room.
There
were
no
Indeed
disabled
people are the poorest of
transport facilities from
the poor in every society
the hotel to the Austria
and country. Malaysians
Center. The underground
are currently being entertrain was not accessible
tained to "Jura'i.Sic Park"
and I had no choice but to
and
can afford to engage
use a taxi which came up
themselves
in discussions
to RM I 00.00 per day at
about how to bring
my expense. AJter argudinosaurs back to life.
ing and persisting with
The truth of the matter is,
the organisers for days,
DISABLED PERSONS
they finally agreed to ab- " DISABLED PERSONS ARE VIRTUALLY LIVING IN A
ARE
VIRTUALLY
'>Orb
the
charges. JURASSIC AGE - no access to schools, hospitals, cinemas,
(Everyone was give free supermarkets, churches, temples and mosques, and toilets." LIVING IN A J URASSIC AGE - no access to
train passes but it did not
schools,
hospitals,
matter to the organisers'
I also observed that many accinemac;, supermarkets, churches,
that I could not board the trains. As
tivists were not only ignorant about
temples and mosques, and toilets.
far as they were concerned it wa-;
other people, their cultures and their
"equal treatment".)
struggles but quite frankly, they
Please let us go back to the
At the Austria Center, it was very
could not care le&. for anybody but
basics, these are violations of our
difficult to have access to food. The
themselves. It wa~ always their ishuman rights and until we leave our
counters were too high for patrons
sues that were important and they
rhetoric and change our attitude
using wheelchairs. Although my
were prepared to go to any extent to
towards disabled persons, human
Malaysian friends helped me get the
force them down the throats of other
righto; will only be relevant for the
food from the counter to the table people.
able-bodied for a long time to
they could not always be around to
The only time that they were income.•
assist me.
terested in me was for their public
Anthony Sivabolan
demonstrations .... hen the governI found it very difficult to apThanasayan
ment delegates attended the Conproach any of the activi'>ts around
Chief Coordinator
ference proper. I still remember
me - they seemed to be more conREACH: EDUCATING THE
vividly the cry of one activist who
cerned about their own issues and
ABLE-BODIED & CARING FOR
upon ~eeing me in one of the
agenda-;. I found many of the acTHE HANDICAPPED
demonstrations
cried out, "Push him
tivists present to be "action-

J •f
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With th.is in mind, I call for your
help to probe tnto the above.
Yeong Mun Choong
LAHA T, PERAK

Certain Asian
Nations
Misinterpreting
.. Right To
Development ..
Cave-in: Mining
operations to blame?
My family and Tare rendered
homeless while writing this letter
to you. The agony and mental
anxiety my family and I have gone
through after the cave-in is beyond
description.
Since the Labat Mine which is
located near the verge of the village began its operations a decade
ago, cave-in incidents in th.is
sandy plateau of the "ill age were a
normal phenomenon, a nightmare
in the heart of many, tor the very
reason that family member~ might
sink down during such mishap~.
The state government classified th.is rone. with approximately 500 fam1hes, as a dangerous
cave-in zone. Attempts to evacuate
this zone were proposed in the
past, but soon evaporated Without
the support of local residents. The
residents could not reach a cono;ensus for many rea.-.ons. Compensation of losses was among the many
issues that could not be resolved.
Until this uay, the state go.,ernment only proposed subsidies of a
few hundred ringgit as transportation expense<> and the distribution
of a piece of housing lot without
infrastructure of any k-ind in its
proposed evacuation plan. Any
kind of compensation for losses incurred remained a ~e nsitive 1ssue;
without thiS, a maJOrity of the resi-

dents could not build their new
home.
The situation is further aggravated by the indifferent attitude
of the mining authority in not
adopting proper measures to
safeguard the original existing
water level. The gradual drawing
of underground water especially
near a sandy plateau will eventually cause the upper crest to subside.
Suffice to sugge~t the spate of
cave-in incidents were the result
of deep mining operations currently drawing large amounL'\ of water
above the rock strata near this
zone.
Attempts to escape liability
should be stopped. The life and
well-being of each and every family in this zone is on the brink of
ruin.
To engage professionals to conduct a probe into the incident is
beyond the reach of the average
villager. At this juncture. we are
lacking the substantial evidence to
prove that the huge amount of
water consumption needed for
such mining operations is in fact,
coming from the reserves right
under our feet.
For this very reason. I sincerely hope you will be able to render
some assistance without this independent inquiry, the plight of the
residents shall remain the same in
years to come.
Justice should not only be
done, but mu!>t be seen to be done.
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In the recently concluded
human rights conference, some
Asian countries led by China
stressed that the rights of society
should take priority over the rights
of the individual. According to
some Asian leaders, since many
South countries have gone through
extreme poverty brought about by
colonial rule. the right to development should take precedence.
While there is no denying that the
right to development is a fundamental right, the type of
development that is pursued by
somt Eru.t Asian countries, its principles and the long term effecLc; on
society as a whole should be made
clear. Here are a few factors that
need to be taken into account:

* The type of development that
is pursued by countries such a<>
Malaysia and Singapore where the
rights of labour unions are tightly
controlled negates the principles
of the right to development. The
recent peasant riots in China is
also an example of the uneven
development that is taking pl"ce.
The Chinese pea<;ants who make
up 80 per cent of the population
are victims of the elites whose
priorities are ba<>ed on the accumulation of wealth.
When some Asian leaders argued that the rights of society
should take precedence over the
rights of the individual, who do
they mean? Are the majority of
people just made of political

elite\ and ou,inessmen?
The nght to dc\clopmcnt
only becomes meaningful when
worker-;' and pea<;ants'right<> are
taken into account in development
policies.
• State principles and education policy that promotes
matenahsm to the fullness while
ignonng universal values on
human right\ make human beings
merely economic beings.
In the present world, where
the majority of people are suffering from brutal war and exploitation, the people's ~olidarity to
protest against injustice through
democnllic channel<. i~ crucial. It
is not right to say to the people
that they ha"e to be wealthy
before the) can care and help
others
Democracy and human rights
based on ethical princaples are not
Western imposed values but instead they lead to the sparitual
development of \OCiety The lack
of balance between sparitual
development and material development negates the principles of the
right to development.
• Foreign policy that throws
out justice for the sake of technological knowledge is not the
step in the right direction. The
diplomatic relations forged by
China and Singapore with the
Zioni-.t regime at the expense of
the suffering Palestines clearly
revcab the hypocritical 'iew that
the interc'>L of society as a whole
should take pnonty over indi,idu<~h .

It i., -.ad that, in the recently
concluded human rights conference in Vienna, certain Asian
countnes looked on the rights of
soctcty in their own states instead
of linking it in the global context.
The view that a US military
presence i'> vital in A~ia for
growth and \lability is an insult to
the exi~tmg clo~e cooperation between Asian countries.

A development that is based
on the sovereignty of Asian states
without the military presence of
foreign powers is more meaningful.
It is sad that some East Asian
states have forgotten the misery
that was brought about by the US
military presence in the Philippines, Vietnam and Korea. North
Korea could be the next victim of
brutal aggression by the US, if the
US military presence remains in
Asia.
It is obvious that the policies
initiated by some Asian countries
are based on the authoritarian
capitalist system. It's a system that
symbolizes the obsession with
power and wealth and uses the
philosophy that "the rights of
society should take precedence
over the rights of the individual "
as a political tool.
The US military presence 1s important for certain countries in
Asia because any view and actJOn
which is contrary to the present
authoritarian capitalist system can
then be crushed by military might.

Ronald AIL Benjamin Joseph
, IPOH

Bullying Tactics
As far as the Americans are
concerned, the bullying tactics
will always be there. Cuba, Iraq,
Libya, Iran and North Korea
should get together to counter
these tactics.
Through the ages, God Almighty has destroyed such bullies.
The bully with all its rockets, mi!>siles and super planes will not
recognise the Almighty's greatness. We pray, day in and day out,
those responsible will be punished.
The sooner, the better.
Meanwhile, we must send food
and medicine as well a<> clothes to
the needy in those countries who
are being bullied. There are so
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many ways we can help. We have
plenty. Do not be afraid. God will
bless us and all the have-nots in
the world.

Arif
BUKIT PINANG, KEDAH

Attack on Iraq:
Confused US Foreign
Policy
The US military attack on the
Iraqi intelligence headquarters was
truly an unwanted and bloody exercise in public relations as far as
US Ptesident Bill Clinton was concerned. It JS no exaggeration to
say the missile attack on Iraq,
under the pretext of avenging an
alleged assasination plot against
his predecessor was dubious and
imprudent due to its timing and nature.
It lea\es one to ponder whether
the attack was aimed at combating
terrorism, deternng aggression and
protecting American citizens or a
pitiful attempt to save the
President's plummeting popularity.
It i<> necessary to remind
oneself of the tremedous, albeit
temporary, boost former US President, George Bush, received upon the implementation of Operation Desert Storm. This could have
prompted Clinton to engage in
another West Asaan military adventure to give h im a similar boost
and earn himself the image of a
tough leader in the eyes of the
American public.
Constantly plagued by domestic problems, Clinton probably
hoped to restore the people's confidence in his leadcr<>hip at the risk
of a dozen lives and the serious
posability of recreating another
war in the Gulf.
Is this America's version of a
New World Order; where the long
superpower conducts a reign of terror in which acts of terrorism

against other sovereign states are
conveniently defined as justified
retaliation, self-defence and corrective measures taken in the interests
ofthw world community at large?
The reasons forwarded by
America for the air raid certainly
defy logic and one finds it extremely difficult to understand
why approximately two dozen missiles were needed if it only intended to strike certain parts of the
Iraqi Intelligence Services headquarters complex.
The attack cannot be construed
as America sending in self-defence
but is an obstreperous show of
military arrogance deserving of
contempt and condemnation. The
predicament Clinton is in is understandable; being the first US commander in chief since World War
Two who never had to serve in the
armed forces, he faces considerable pressure to prove his
capability a<; a military
heavyweight.
This was made possible by his
predecessor's personal vendetta
against Saddam Hussein. Bush's
parting shot at Saddam just before
Clinton's inauguration underlines
his and the nation's determination
with regard to the shape of their
foreign policy in the near future.
The general consensus among
them is that America's constant
economic and military pressure on
Iraq should be maintained or,
preferably increased.
Pre-election doubts as to
Clinton's ability to deal with
America's foreign policy arose
again after his indecisiveness in
handling domestic problems, especially in finding a cure for the
ailing economy, resulting in a substantial loss in his popularity with
the electorate. Clinton's political
position combined with the US
military's resolution to stamp its
mark again in West Asia provided
the right scenario for a "justified
retaliation."
Clinton's situation can be com-

pared to the Eisenhower-Kennedy
era. After a rather confused set of
foreign policies passed down by
the Eisenhower administration,
Kennedy did manage to formulate
a suitable foreign affairs
programme, more so after the Bay
of Pigs fiasco. It was quite fortunate that Kennedy too had the
charisma and resilience to prolong
his political survival - characteristics which are not apparent in
the current President. Therefore,
though Clinton appears to have the
approval of the American public,
his credibility as the American
leader will be constantly under
scrutiny unless he comes up with
more mature, intelligent and
responsible policies pertaining to
the nation's foreign affairs, immediately after finding possible solutions to his domestic problems.
Just like Kennedy, Clinton's
election to the Oval Office brought
about fresh hopes and signalled a
new political dawn, not only for
America but also the world community. An updated version of
Kennedy's New Frontier would be
the much vaunted New World
Order; the present American
administration's idea of a new
political order, which so far ha'>
been nothing short of a pathetic
sham. The assault on Iraq served
only to strengthen this view and
strongly indicated a continuation
of the Reagan-Bush foreign policy.
If Fidel Castro was a foreign
political embarrassment to Kennedy, Saddam appears to be filling
Castro's role for Clinton. As it was
with the case of Castro, the underlying problems with regard to Saddam has nothing to do with his
elimination but rather with the circumstances which brought about
his rise as a champion of West
Asia. The attack should have been
on these circumstances, rather
than on the man himself. The aimless attack only resulted in Saddam gaining sympathy from the
world community while America
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for its part received brickbats.
In the light of the sponsored
and expected uprisings against
Saddam's leadership not really
materialising, in addition to its
trade embargo not producing the
desired results, America tried the
final political tactic available: imposing UN-approved economic
sanctions on Iraq, which until
today have failed to intimidate
Saddam. Perhaps Clinton should
take a leaf from Kennedy's book
and stop making Iraq his obsession. Castro, for all the trouble and
attempts the US took to topple
him, still looks politically stronger
and set to lead Cuba into the 21st
century.
The other alternative for the
US would be to learn from its
loyal European allies, Britain
(Suez) and France (Algeria) the
futility of foreign forays . The time
has arrived for Clinton to acquire
the savoirfaire and the most appropriate manner in which he
could display this is by abandoning his regressive foreign policies
and putting an end to poltrooney
politics with Saddam under the
guise of enforcing the questionable UN economic and
military restrictions.
Unless that is done, the
thought of the emergence of a
militarist and reactionary US
government cannot be avoided.
Contrary to US belief, the approach in solving the problems
posed by East Europe and West
Asia should be one of diplomacy
rather than military confrontation.
There seems to be no concrete
reasons as to why the same
amount of patience exercised by
the US and its European allies concerning the Bosnian problem
should not be accorded to political
tensions in West Asia.
The precise reasons for US interference in the Gulf and later
Somalia could be directly attributed to the need to protect its
economic or commercial interests

by exerting its political influence
and pres~urc in those lucrative
states.
Bosnia-HcrzegO\.ina affords no
~uch economic attracttons, and it
would not be a surpri~e if the US
and its docile European a llies
decide to withdraw from Bosnia.
allowing the Serbian massacre to
continue. H this happens, then one
requires no more confirmation of
the perpetuation of the insidious
US foreign policies \\ohich would
onl y seek to further establish it~
political, economic and military interest~ by for\aking the existence
of an orderly state of world affai rs.

Nantha Kumar A
KUAlA LUMPUR

Boycott of
US Goods Timely
"The boycott of US goods by
32 NGOs b, I feel. timely. It is
heartening to note that Malaysians
are active 1n promoting peace
everywhere. This must be taken up
by other NGO~ throughout the
world. It has become <,o !>imple for
the US to order boycous, sanctions
or embargoes against other
countries it wishes to suppress.
These are threats by the powercrazy US government leaders.
The tiring of rockets over
cities docs not constitute a war for
peace or helping people; rather, it
i' destructiOn of property and life.
This is a mom.trous act. Hitler,
Mussolini , Tojo and Stalin- what
was their end! I sugge\t the NGOs
of Malay..,ia and the Malay-.ian Action Front (MAF) convey this
view to all tho\e NGO!> who attended the Human Rights gathering some time hack, for
world-wide aclton.
If we could live on tapioca and
sweet patotoes, dunng the
Japanese occupation, we <;urely
can live \\oi thout US aid with all
that we have now. Progress may

be slow but s ucceed we will. We
are better off now than when we
were under the colonialists.

Kael Singh Hans
JOHORBARU

Don't misunderstand
me, saudaras!
I refer to the two letters wnlten
by S Surendran of Penang and
NPN of Port Dic kson published in
A/iran Monthly 1993: 13(6).
As a Muslim, I do not have
any choice but to approve of the
Hudud laws which are part and
parcel of the religious practice.
And if I seem to provoke the two
saudaras on this particular issue, 11
is probably because they are not
fully aware of this.
At no time did I \J} that the
other rellgJOns did not have the1r
own divtne and sacred laws for the
betterment of humankind. But, as I
am not a Buddhi st. a Christian or a
Hindu , I refrained from discussing
about their religious laws.
Even un Huuuu law::., •uy
knowledge is negligible. But, 1 can
assure the two saudara.f that the
Hudud laws are by no means
strict. There are provisions on the
governing and controlling of
people who do not profess the
Muslim faith. This mean~ that the
Hudud laws are not necessaril y for
Muslims alone.
S Surendran and NPN would
have thought, albeit \\orongly, that
I had wanted to enforce such Muslim laws without due regard to the
religiou ~ beliefs of other people.
This is not what I had wanted to
convey.
Because the is~uc we are discussi ng i~ relevant to Malaysia
and more so in Kelantan where the
majority of the people are Mu~
lims, it would make sense if the
religious laws of the maJority are
adopted This does not mean that
relevant laws from other religions
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Kelantan Muslims: It makes sense to
adopt the religious laws of the
majority.

cannot be applied abo. for all \\oe
kno\\o, there mtght he law<; in other
religiOns which are 'imilar.
M ) argument i~ th;H HuJud
laws might be a bc!tter alternative
to the English la\\'i "hich are
betng used in the country. Firstly.
we are not Engli,h. and \econdly,
a\ I had '>•tid earlier in the controversial" article. our societ) ha.,
detenorated morally and ethtcally
and th1s could be uue to the extsting law, , Therefore. I suggested
that the Hudud law-. might c;eem a
rea~onable good alternative. Who
J..nowc; 1f Malays1a uses the laws
and pro\es to the re'>t of the world.
other countries. too. would want to
adopt them, regardles\ of whether
they are Muslim or non-Muslim
countnes. This is my h}pothesls
II the two saudarar disagree
with me. by all means put forth a
stronger argument on why other
type' of laws are better. so that the
readers could learn about them It
is nu pomt m put11ng forth one·,
ideas und views without knowing
much about lo;lam and the Hudud
laws.
PerMps. I can even say that be-

cause non-Muslims are not fully
aware of the Hudud Jaws, they
have adopted a negative feeling
about them. This, I am afraid will
not be helpful if they are interested
in discussing the polemics of the
Hudud laws.
I did not say that other
religions do not have their divine
and supreme Jaws as suggested by
NPN and that I do not respect nonMuslim views on this matter, ao;
suggested by S Surendran. All that
I said was that Hudud Jaws are
supreme and divine, as I know
them to be as a Muslim. This is
my perspective. r would surely
welcome the two saudaras' views
on the laws of other religions.
I would not want to accept
NPN's contention that since
Turkey served pork in the hotels
that they are unislamic or are not
observing Hudud laws as they
should. Similarly, it would even be
ridiculous for me to state that Singapore is a case in point where a
non-Muslim republic is adopting
the Hudud Jaws as it has American
fast-food restaurants which are
now offering halal meat only.
There is more to the Hudud
Jaws than meets the eye. And I am
sure, as a Muslim I have no choice
but to say that these laws are most
supreme and divine, and that there
is no God but Allah!
But, I am saying this not to
belittle the other religions. 1 am
sure they, too, have divine and
supreme laws which I do not know
of. And all my opinions and views
are those of one Muslim. There is
a sea of Muslims throughout the
world who might not even agree
with me. But, this does not mean
that they are lesser Muslims than I
am.
My frame of reference is the
Malaysian experience. And since
the Muslims are in the majority,
my suggestion that the Hudud
laws be implemented does indeed
sound democratic. But, as the
Hudud laws are divine and

supreme, and by this I mean that
they were not man-made but
passed down by God, I stress that
they are superior. This "superiority" should not be seen as
against the Jaws of other religions,
but against all other man-made
laws.
Even the federal government
has admitted that Malaysia is an Islamic country, and an active and
vocal member of the Organization
of Islamic Countries (OIC). So
why are the non- Muslims in this
country not saying that it is otherwise?

Mansor Bin Puteh
KUAlA LUMPUR

Illegal Immigrants:
Tighter Control
Needed
Is Malaysia part of Indonesia?
I ask this question because no one
really cares whether the immigrants have their migration controlled by the Barisan government.
Just look what happened at the
Morib beach tragedy. Although
security forces are stationed along
the coastline to monitor the illegal
entry of immigrants, human waves
still keep corning almost every
week.
Some even with Malaysian
ICs. Did we have all these government documents being counterfeited during the time of the
former Alliance government?
Men, women and children
tlood into this country in search of
greener pastures. 1't!cy use 'tour
guides', the smugglers who will
help them disappear into society.
In other parts of the country,

there are entrepreneurs who are
carrying on a lively trade bringing
in illcgals. I would say this is
dumping. The activities of similar
'travel agencies' directed or supervised by criminal elements crowd
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the towns and most cheap hotels,
including Bed and Breakfast hostels.
In most construction sites, one
can see a colony of squatter
houses with foreign labour and
after some time they integrate into
the mainstream of society. Even
along the fringes of the expensive
golf courses, you can see the
deplorable condition of these
foreign labourers. No association
to represent them.
Immigrants are caught in a
fonn of slavery, sometimes exploited hy unscrupulous
employers to accept lower wages,
thus, in some way, depriving
Malaysians of work.
When we youngsters were
there in Europe in the 1970s these
things were happening - cheap
labour from Greek ships to German factories and restaurants.
If the Turks born and educated
in Germany are asking for citizenship, what about the foreign
workers here? Is this one way to
bring the population to 70 million?
Remember this country is what
it is not because of one party or
one hero but because of the desires
and aspirations of many of our
fathers and grandfathers who
worked hard to give this generation a superb economic growth
rate. Today Malaysia is looked
upon by many countries as a potential partner in development.
What happened to all the warnings during parliamentary debate
when one of the opposition MPs
took note of the increasing rate of
arrivals of foreigners into this
country in the 70s?
The government shouldn't be
the same as the British who took
sides when employing someone.
Most of the top posts didn't go to
the natives. Anyway, some of
these natives just arrived from the
big island across and became
Malayan .
Sometime back in the 70s. Singapore took in skilled foreign

workers for the industries but in a
proper controlled manner. Every
worker had to stay in an assigned
flat. Living condttions were well
orgamsed and the government
kept a good record.
During the holiday!. on my trip
to Kuala Lipis, I spoke to many
foreigners settled along the Jelai
River. Some worked in the private
farms in the hinterland across the
river. In 1964, as a small lad, I
didn't hear a toreign language
being spoken in the outskirts of
Kuala Lipis.
History has shown here that
the Horne Mini'>try is not doing
enough and just wasting time
giving ceramahs. If Eric Chia can
be stopped and quc'>tioned in the
US then why not the illegals who
tlood into Malaysia? If things are
organised then the rakyat will
have no complaints.
During my stay in a few
European cities, I have noticed
that the foreign Police which is
under the Federal Pollee takes
c-harer nf all n·ei~tererl anrl illegal
munigrants. Work permits, child
birth certificates and marriages are
all under the jurisdiction of the
Foreign Police department. There
is a Police Chief in charge for each
country. Even divorce cases with
locals and foreign partners come
under the ambit of the Foreign
Police.
You cannot develop the
country Without these foreign
wod..cr'i but please be responsible
for your actions and do not mess
things up
STRaj
KEUNG

Derogatory Title
I refer to the Heart to Heart
column 1n A/iran Monthly
1993: 13(5) on page 23 with the
title "The Mistake of Being Muslim Women" written by Maggie

O ' Kane in Eastern Bosnia.
The •Miter has written an excellent report on the sufferings of the
Bosnian women, but the utle l'i
derogatory to the religion or blasphemous.
The title should not have been
allowed as it gave an adver\c
meaning to the reader. Is the writer
saying that all Muslim women
have made a wrong choice or IS
she trying to deter potential Muslim women from professing the
renowned religion?

Saifudin
PENANG

Peaceful
Coexistence: Learn
from Malaysian
Experience
The collapse of the Soviet
super power has transformed the
face of the planet into pockets of
regional killing fields .
Ethnic. nat1onaltst, xenophobic
and religious violence have become the trademark of former US
President George Bu~h's "New
World Order" . Twentieth century
civilisation has fallen back on its
barbaric history of annihilation
and destruction - all in the name of
power ami material wealth. When
the human race succeeded in
destroying their \ery own CO\ ironment. they turned the same passion onto their own k1nd.
The United Nation~. the bearer
of hope in the {)(>'it-cold \~ar er~•.
like the dinosaur which rose mto
prominence once agatn m JurasSIC
Park with its maje-;tic posture and
strength, is nothing but a toothless
T-Rex -seems so powerful yet cannot bite. A first class spectator,
having the best scat around the
ring of fire and destruction -JUSt
watching.
Where there is no economic
justification for an absolute inter-
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vention, the United Nations spearheaded by the powerful West,
turned a deaf car to the millions of
helpless VICtims worldwide. The
outcome of the recent human
right<., convention clearly illu!.tratcs the ind1!Terence of the
world's leadership; it endorses an
approach of "Western rights and
others wrongs".
The United Nations must
qualify itself as a "peace-keeper
and enforcer" of the future, not
JUSt for namesake but to act according to the wisdom of a
modern CIVilisation, that is, to
prevent the annihilation of the
human race irrespective of colour,
faith or economic interest. The
Un1ted Nations' failure and indeci'>ion to act in current world affair'> send'> a clear message- a
D1sUnited Nation~. It sets a precedent for future turmoil.
I ntcmational journalism has
h1ghltghted with intimate
grotesqueness the v1cums of the
New World Order: usually they
arc the \ icti m~ \\ ho cilllnot fight
back. Telling the world \\hat it already kne\~. report1ng what has
happened, or \\Or~e. waiting and
watching f(>r \\hat they know is
going to happen
JournalistiC endeavour should
venture beyond the boundaries of
sensationalism. and strive harder
to c;ho\\ and to 'ietthe pace
toward' a new world society
where the people of different ethnic groups. culture'> and religions
can liH~ together in harmony
under the flag of one nation.
Perhaps the tune has come for
the world to focus 1ts attention on
the peaceful co-cxi'itence in a
multi-ethnic. multi-religious
society. A soc1ety where centuries
of different poltt1cal, economic
and rcligiou'> ideologies mixed
\\ell to form the '>ocial fabric of a
Malaystan nat1on, creating a
tolerant society where centuries of
tradition anti cultural interaction
arc not only respected but shared

in a mood of festivity.
Our history has shown that we
cannot exist as a proud nation if
we partition our nation along ethnic groups, which is exactly what
the West is trying to do in BosniaHerzogovina. We have learnt from
our past, and our present tolerant
society is the symbol of a social
structure that is bonded by mutual
respect and coexistence. Our future is a vision of nation-building
in peace and prosperity not only
within the boundaries of our nation but in a region where
economic growth and stability are
already evident.
The world can learn from our
multi-ethnic, multi-cultural and
multi-religious society. That
responsibility lies not in the political (biased) leadership of world
leaders, but rather it is in the
responsibility of the modern messengers of the New World Order,
an unbiased and respected international media with its own world
vision, to share the burden of .
bringing peaceful coexistence of
the human race. Where international politicking ha'i failed, the international news media can prevail.
Our doors are open to share
this wisdom with the world. All
the world has to do is to be interested and constructive. We
Malaysians will always welcome
you.

• ANNOUNCEMENT

DID YOU MISS
THE ALIRAN MONTHLY?
The following subscribers had their copies of the Monthly
returned to our office either because they were not claimed or
because of incorrect addresses.
Kindly confirm whether the address given is correct.
• TAN LAI HIN (Exp: V13111)

PO BOX 10705
88807 Kota Kinabalu
• MARY ANN (Exp: V1311 0)

Block 5000C 405-12
Marine Parade Road

Laguna Par1c
Singapore 1544

WE HAVE MOVED
With effect from Sept 1, 1993, our office address is 11, Lintang
Pantai Jerjal< 2, Century Garden, Batu Uban, 11700 Pulau
Pinang.
However, our postal address and telephone/fax number remain
unchanged;
• P 0 BOX 1049
10830 Pulau Pinang
Tel/Fax: 04-871608

KCYip
KUALA LUMPUR

Bahasa Indonesia
Not Malay
It is about time the erroneous
argument that Malay is the second
most spoken language in the world
is abandoned. This honour belongs
to Bahasa Jndonesia.

ARE YOU WAITING FOR THE
ALIRAN MONTHLY?
If you are, it's understandable. You have sent your postal order
for the Aliran Monthly but you had not given us your name and
address.
Kindly give us your particulars, quoting the PO numbers in
order to establish the fact that you are the subscriber.

GHood
JOHORBARU
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ECONOMY

INFLATION LOWER

BUT PRICES IDGHER?
How could inflation be
coming down if prices of
almost everything keep
going up? In this article
AMAR SINGIJ reminds us
that inflation measures
how fast prices are rising,
not the actual level of
prices. In turn, the
inflation index is
determined by weightings
for different items - from
food and clothings to rent
and transport to medical
and health expenses, etc.
Because our own spending
patterns for these items are
different, controversy over
the weighting of the index
has arisen. An important
concern for all is the
purchasing power of our
income which depends on
whether the rate of
increase in wages has kept
up with the inflation rate
or not.
The buying power of the ringgit has eroded.

I

nflation for the first 6 months of
th1s }ear has come down to 3.9
percent, compared to 4.7 percent
in 1992 This may appear surprismg
to some . Food prices, cigarettes, and
magazines are certamly not lower.
Rather, everything keeps going up.
How then could inflation be coming
down?
Inflation, one would imagine, is
analogous to a balloon. As you blow,
the balloon gets inf1ated. The bigger

the balloon, the more inflated it is.
Similarly, one imagines prices ballooning. And one would think that as
prices go up, inflation must similarly
be rising.
This, however, is not the correct
analogy to understand inflation as
defined by economist<;. The
economic definition of inflation is
the rate at which prices are risi ng.
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Inflation measures how fast prices
are rising, not the actual level of
pnces. Thus prices may be rising, but
IC'>'> fast than before. In that case,
inflation may be declining yet prices
continue to go up.
The more appropriate analogy is
with the speed of a car. The car may
be accelerating less fast, i.e. the rate
at which the speed is increasing may

be comtng down. yet the speed of the
car may nevertheless be still going
up

Misleading Figures?
If inflation measures only the
rate at which prices rise, not the actual level of prices. is this tigure
misleading? Any figure can be misleading
if not pwpcrl.) uuJer-

weighting of items used in calculating the rate of inflation. Whether one
should be concerned about inflation
depends on whether inflation is
h1gher than the mcrement in one's
salary. For a person with a fixed
income, it is little consolation that
prices are now rising 4% instead of

zero. But if inflation last year was 20
percent, then prices today remain 20
percent above what they were 2
years ago. In our country, inflation
had been on the uptrend from almost
zero in the mid- eighties (during our
recession) and peaked at 4.7% in
1992. Inflation has since come down
slightly, but there has been
no big increase in prices as
a whole except in the early
eightie~ as a result of
higher oil prices.
Nevertheless the effect of small increases in
prices over a number of
years can be quite substantial Over the last 15
years,
inflation
has
averaged 3.R percent per
year. Yet those small
gradual increases in prices
have meant that prices in
1992 were. on average, 75
percent higher than they
were in 1977. Even though inflation
is low, if it persists and is consistently higher than increases in wages,
wage earners Will see a steady
erosion in the purcha'ling power of
their income.

For a person with a fixed
income, it is little consolation that prices are now
rising 4% instead of 5%
last year. The fact would
still be that his income
can now buy less goods
than before...

stood. Ncvcrthele'>s,
the inflatton figure is
useful. If you want to
know whether the increase in prices IS getting uncontrollable.
then you need to
know ho\.\ fast prices
are nsing. It IS less
useful to know that
prices of gO<xh are
generally 20 percent
above \.\hat they were
m the past. More useful would be to know how much
prices have increased m the last one
year. If in the la'>t year prices have
increased hy 4% hut m the previOUS
year prices m~e X'i. then one <;ees
that the in~rea'c tn prices i'> being
contmlled . And it i, thi!> figure that
we are giH~n through mtlation ~tau~tics
No doubt it is useful abo to know
how much h1gher prices arc compared to a ~c.:rtam time in the past
Prices we1 e on ~l\ erage 9.3 (Xrcent
higher in IW'2 compared to 1990
and by May thi' year. price~ were on
average 12.9,.-r h1gher than they
were in 1990 even though intlatJon
wa'\ coming down. These figure~
compari-.on-. of ab-.olute price le\'cls
-areal'><> available from the Department of Statt<aics In fact, the inflation figure "Jcmc.:J from figure:. on
absolute level-. but the latter are
generally given less prominence

5% la'it year The fact would still be
that his income can now buy less
goods than before. As long as inflation is higherthan the rate of increase
in wages, one will lind that the
buying power of one's income
erodes.
Most recent inflation figures
may also hide the tncreases in prices

Spending Pattems
The

relevance

of inflation
.t

- ..

·· - -

Effect For Ordinary Person
Should the ordinar} pcNJn be
concerned about prices if inflation i'
coming d1mn'! A''umc that the paltern of expenditure of the ordinary
person " rough!) the same ~L~ the

Credit goes to the government for effectively controlling rises in the price
of food.
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patterns of people. Some may find
that the prices of items they spend
much on are rising fa,ter than the
average.
The inflation index is determined by weighting-. for different
items. Food has the highest weighting in our index of 33.7%. Medical
and health expenses have only a
1.8% weighting. This means that an
increase in price., of food will tran<;late into a higher increa'ie in the official inflation figure compared to an
equivalent increase in the cost of
meJical expenses. A person who is
spending a large amount of his income on medical expenses for a
member of the famjly may find that
his medical hill., for the same services are rising much fa,ter than the
avemge inflation rate.

Lower Food Inflation
One of the key rea-.ons that inflation has come down from last year is
that the rate of price increases for
food items have fallen dramatically.
At one stage in 1992, food prices
were rising above 7% per annum.
With the budget reducing import
duties on cenmn food items and better weather resulting in greater supply of fOodstuff, the rate of price
increases for food items has come
down to 2 percent.
But the budget also saw a doubling in the exctc;e duty on tobacco
v.htch resulted in pnccs of cigarettes
gomg up by about 20 percent. Prices
of beer were similarly increasecf.
Thu!> the beverage and tobacco comJX>nent of the index is rising at 21
percent currently compared to 9 percent m 1992. For a person addicteJ
to dgarettes, the htgher expenditure
on cigarettes may leave him with
b ..., to spend on other items.

lVeightings
A big controversy is over the
weighting of the index. Within each
component, e.g. food, one may argue
that certain itemc; (like vegetables)
have too low a wctghting. And one
might also argue that the weightings
ol the components are themselves

Weightings Used In Calculating Inflation

--~----------~----------------------------0/o
F~ --------------------------~~~-~7--

Beverages and tobacco
Clothing and footwear
Rent, fuel and power
Furniture and household equipment
Medical and health expenses
Transport and Communications
Entertainment
Miscellaneous

4.3
4.0
20.2
5.8
1.8
18.6
5.2
6.4

100.0

not reflective of typical expenditure
patterns. The -weightings are supposed to reflect average expenditure
patterns of all Malaysians But those
in the city will definitely find that
they spend more than the national
average on certain items (e.g.
transport and entertainment), while
those in rural areas will lind they
spend more as a proportion of their
total expenditure on other items (e.g.
clothes).
Some people feel that there
should be other items that are not
currently included in the index. For
instance, in UK interest rates arc included in calculating inflatJon but in
Malaysia they are not. When interest
rates go up, one would have to make
higher monthly instalment payments
for one's housing loan. As mortgage
payments arc a big part of total expenditure for those with housing
loans, it would reflect very ..,ignificantly on the buying power of
their income. Thus it is arguable that
interest rates should be a part of the
index.
T he government is con~tdering a
review of the basket that is used to
measure inflation. Indications are
that food will have a rugher weighting. For the cynics, that i~ hardly
surprising given that food is now one
of the slowest rising components of
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the index. If -.uch a change were
implemented today, the offictal mflation rate would immediately be
lower. But that would be only a cosmetic change.

Can't Please All
lnllaliun w1ll alway:- 1t:111ain a
key economic indtcator for people to
watch. It is thw., important for the
ba...,ket of goods that IS used to calculate inflation to be truly reflective of
the '>pending patterns of Malaysians.
We -would allltke inflation to be
a-., lo-w as possible. so that the buying
po\ver of our income~ is mruntamed.
The government should be given
credit for introducmg policies to
control price rise\ on various key
items like food. (ndccd our inflation
record is the envy of mo\t other
countries.
But you can' t plea.<.,e everyone alI
the time. Cigarette \rnokers and beer
drinkers will continue to grouch
about the rising Co!>t for them to indulge in their habtL<,. The budget to
come this October wtll reveal if certain prices are to be jacked up agam.
However, with the contest for
Deputy PM now being fought, the
last thing our Finance Minister will
have on his mind is a mdical budget
that affects price~ in any sigmticant
way . •

cum Fan Club meeting. it seemed like
he was merely confinning one of the
worst kept secrets in Malaysian
history. Almost all 18 million
Malaysians guessed correctly his
ambitious intentions many months
ago. Ml when he finally did bare his
-;nul. it was all stale news.

•••
/HAVE TO BE
NEUTRAL

THE WORST KEPT SECRET
When the Minister-Who-Wants-To-Be-Prime
Minister finally announced his decision to contest for the
deputy presidency of UMNO Baru at a Press conference

MAN ~O!
MANG.O l Go! GO.

GrO ! GO ! GO

GO

GO! GO! GO! GO!
GO MAN GO!

(;,o!
GO ! Go ! ~o ! ~o!Go!Go(
GroMAN

In the wake of the announcement,
the Great One virtuously declared, "I
have to remain neutral." He said this
was in order to maintain unity after
party elections in November. which
are expected to be bitterly divisive.
Many of us could be forgiven for
smirking at this statement. Remember
the 1987 party elections, when the
Great One won by the
narrowest of margins over
the
FormerMinister-Who-WantedTo-Be- Prime Minister?
What happened after
that? Several ministers
who were in the wrong
camp were unceremoniously booted out of
the Cabinet by the Great
One. This contributed to
the
formation
of
Semangat 46. So much
for the Great One
Aefulnlng neutnll ls • virtue. maintaining unity .

•••
..

.M

?

Jlo .

CHANGE OF MIND?
Back to the Press conference organised by the
Minister-Who-Wants- To-Be-Prime Minister. He was
reported a-; saying: 'To calm the situation, I made an open
statement (a few months ago) saying that I did not wish
to bid for the deputy president's post in this year's
elcction ......Of late, their (his friends and party leaders at
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The Mlni...,.·Who-Wam.To-Be-

Prime Minster: Coaxed?

different levels) views
and encouragement
had been expressed
more
openly,
~:ompelling me to
rc<.:onsider
the
matter."
Oh. plceecase.
Surely. he doesn't
expect us to helieve
that he did not have
the slighte!'.t intention
to wntest all along
and that he was
somehow coaxed into

it by friend!> and party
leaders. Sorry. we
don't buy that. Even when he announced his earlier
decision not to contest. many greeted it with a generous
mea.o;urc ol sceptism. Perhaps. he "as testing the waters
when he said earlier that he was not going to contest,
trying to see whether "friends and party leaders would
express their views and encouragement more openly,"
thereby "compelling" him to "reconsider the matter."

•••
CLEAN AS A WHISTLE
Well. well. well.
what do you know'?
ACA director general
Zulkifli Mahmood
said. after a thorough
investigation. it was
found that neither
Samy Vellu nor any
other person had in
any way unlawfully
used Telekom shares
or proceeds from the
sales of the shares. "I
am fully satisfied that
no criminal offence Samy: Holy . . . saint, happy . .
a lark.
has been disck)sed in
this
case.
Accordingly. this ~:ase is dosed." declared Zulkitli .
So. Samy is ao; dean a' a whistle. as holy a' a saint ...
and ao; happy a' a lark. (I mean. who wouldn't be ...if y~u
get my drift.) Meanwhile. the Attorney-General. who ts
due for retirement. lives happily ever after with a clear
conscience, after finally settling this case. As for
Opposition Leader Lim Kit Siang. the man who blew the

whistle in the first place, he seems to have completely
lost faith in the ACA.

•••
CLEANING UP (KEMAS)
THEIR ACT
In the run-up to UMNO Baru's forth~.:omingelection.
certain quarters in the party have been accused of makmg
use of certain government offil:ers and departments for
political manouvering and political ends. The elcx.1ion
campaign is heating up, especially after «.:ertain memhers
of the party \\ere said to have heen 'democratic' enough
as to propose someone to contest the deputy president' s
post, a position that is now being held by Ghafar Baba.
who's also the Deputy Prune Minister.
It is in this context th:lt government outfit Kcma'
(Community Development Department) spr.tng into the
storn1 of UMNO Baru'o; umtrover~y and caught media
attention. from the mainstream media coverage, Kcmas
did appear to be closely assoctated \\ith and supportive
of the not-too-old party deputy pre-.idcnt Ghafar Baha.
This in tum prompted party president Mahathir,
who'sequally not-too-old himself. to warn members not
to make u!'.e of government machinery in their bid to
intluence voting patterns. Such a reprimand is indN"tl
very timely to many of us who had seen in the past.
particularly at the lao;! general election. State apparatus
many a time being misused by the ruling party in a most
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unabashed fa-;hion. Besides, the country's next general
election may be just around the corner.
Incidentally, the mainstream media have once again
concentrated themselves to this 'important event' and a
few had provided coverage that was quite 'investigative',
particularly those which appear to be backing the
'born-later' challengerofGhafar. Things seemed to have
got a little bit too 'hot' recently that Ghafar himself even
complained of a certain newspaper being inaccurate in
its reporting.
The mainstream media is not the only arena where
things are heating up. The 'underworld' of poison-pen
letters, according to party chief Mahathir, has also been
re-activated. In fact, he wa'i terribly disturbed by this
phenomenon that he a-; ked the people concerned to stop
writing and distributing such letters.
Perhaps this is also an appropriate time f()r us all to
stop and ponder for a whiie as to why such things
happened, and still do. Could it be that a political culture
that doesn't seem to tolerate, let alone encourage, open
criticism and comments makes certain people resort to
the practice of writing poison-pen letters'? Such an
underhand practicecertainly tlies in thefaceofthose who
insist that Malaysia does have a wide degree of freedom
of expression.

•••
GEITING SOCKED TO
AMNESIALAND
This jostling for positions and power among those
that matter in UMNO Baru is certainly a cause for
concern for the party leadership, particularly its
president. for after all, if our collective memory needs a
little jogging, this party was created after the old UMNO
was put to rest in the wake of party squabbling and intense
rivalry between the leaders themselves.
Such a political situation brings to mind a physical
brawl in an English pub that left a man knocked out. The
thing that makes this particular brawl stand out over
others is that the impact of the tight pushed the man's
memory back seven years in his life. He not only failed
to recognise his dear wife. but also believed that Margaret
Thatcher wm; still in power. For the benefit of Malaysia's
incurable Rip van Winkles, the present Prime Minister
of Britain is the embattled John Major.
Now coming back to our present situation, one is
definitely concerned about the possible impact of such
p;lrty fight'i upon certain individuals in the leading pm1y
of the ruling Barisan Nasional. Like the old chap in the
English pub. the person who later regains his

consciousness -- after getting knocked out in an intense
contest-- may well imagine a lot of 'strange' things. For
instance, he might forget who his supporters and
followers were, and might even align himself with his
'former political opponent<;' in the pmy -- wonder if he
would remember who his spouse is.
'

•••
BARING ONE'S ASSETS
In South Korea recently, the assets of 1,167 top public
officials from government ministries, courts and
government-affiliated organisations as well as
Parliament members were published in the official
gazette under the Public Servants Ethics Law passed in
June. This obviously had raised suspicion among the
Korean people over the manner in which this wealth was
accumulated.
For a government, such ao; South Korea's, committed
to wiping out corruption among civil servants and
"servants of the people", such a revelation is indeed
commendable and re-assuring. Besides, the Korean
people can at least tell themselves that there are signs that
their government is seriously attempting to narrow the
gap between promise and perfonnance.
In a situation like this, it wouldn't be a surprise if one
were to hear of warnings particularly from those affected
by this revelation, that the nation's security could be put
into jeopardy. But then, these people (with their ill-gotten
gains) may well be right-- especially when they happily
equate their personal interests with those of the entire
nation. In short, exposing my assets is also baring yours
(the rakyat' s). You get my drift?

•••
OF FOREIGN COMMENTS AND
DOMESTIC APPROVAL
Of late. drastic winds of change appear to be blowing
in the country. Views expressed by foreigners about our
country-- which not too long ago were often treated with
caution, if not contempt -- are now welcome. These
opinions of course include praises of the country's
leadership,
Making this remark, Malacca Chief Minister Rahim
Tamby Chik recently said that unless we are open to
toreign views, we would slip into becoming a katak
bawah tempurung (a frog under a coconut shell). He
believes that such opinions provide useful feedback to
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the country.
This wou Jd necessari Iy mean that in order to shed off
thJs "froggy mentality", one should not only welcome
heaps of praises but also criticisms from abroad. Not only
that, an enlightened 'frog' \hould abo be willing to face
criticisms from home.
Unless this b done, the 'frog' could be accused of
applying douhle \tandards and aho of being selective in
it-, recept1on of\ iewo;. If this is the case. then there really
1s nothing to croak about

•••
LOOK MA, NO HANDS!
Transport Minister Ling Liong Sik declared that the
government will ban drivers from using handphones
while driving "once the public is ready to accept this."
He added that the government preferred to encourage
motorist\ to in-,tall hand\-lree kit-. in their vehicles
through road safety campaigns.
Con.,Jdering the fact that the number of road

But as far as other drivers, motorcyclists and
pede.,trians are concerned, this in:tetion will surely drive
them around the bend.

•••
MONKEYS AND TOURISTS
Remember that' monkey controversy' that affects the
neighbouring states of Penang and Kedah? Well, the
late!>t JS that tiny Perlis IS being roped in .
While Perljs Mcnteri Besar argued the geographical
terr..tin of the state is not c;uitable for the infamous
ammals. he ""as nonetheless not particularly perturbed
by any increase in the monkey population in Perli~ . He
was not going to treat this matter "as a controversy but
an ac;o;et" in promoting tourism m the stale. "Monkeys can
be a tourist attraction in the state," he quipped.
One only hopes that certain monkeys in Penang and
Kedah v.ould not quickly jump at this opportunity. For
to be made a mere touri-;t display may not necessarily be
a good thing.

DROPPING IN FOR A
GAME OF GOLF

accidents has increased over the year.. and that there i~
an element of danger with drivers getting glued to their
handphones. such a degree of patience displayed by the
government is rather alanning.
When will the handphone..Jriver-, be really ready to
change their driving style'' And why the foot-dragging
on the part of the nunistl') concerned? Could it be. in
part, thatthJs particular issue involves people in busines~.
politics and the middle class? People or political and
cconon111.: sign1ficance.

Golting, for the uninitiated, can attract tlies. Well, at
Jea.c;t if you· rc golfing in Pulau Rcdang, off Terengganu,
recently.
It was reported recently that the developer of a golf
cour'c resort there misunderstood what constitutes
''organic terti h~r". It seemed that the developer had used
chicken droppings to fertilise the course when instructed
by the Department of Environment to use organic
fcrtili:.er. Mind you, the droppings were <;till fresh. and
therefore attracted a lot of tl ic!>.
Needles., to say, golfing as a game and obses.,ion can
be mind- boggling. (One wouldn't want to go to the
extent of saying that golling stinks.)
-mica
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LABOUR

HONOUR
TERMS
for plantation workers
Section 16(1) of the
Employment Act requires
plantation owners to
guarantee their workers a
minimum of 24 days' work
and wages a month.
Recently the Malaysian
Agricultural Producers
Association (MAPA)
described the provision as
"d iscriminatory",
"outdated" and "no longer
practical". KURAL
disagrees with this. In this
article he elucidates on the
historical background and
necessity for the provision.
Au lieu of providing the
plantation workers with
monthly wages the
government should ensure
that MAPA employees are
complying with the
existing law.

I

t comes as a great shock, to learn
that plantation owners want to do
away with legislation which
guarantees a plantation worker a
minimum of 24 days' work and
wages in a month (Star. 12 August
1993). The Malaysian Agricultural
Producers Association (MAPA) said
in its annual report for 1992/93 that
Section 16( I) of the Employment
Act '"as no longer practical. Earlier,
Tan Sri Ani Arope in his presidential
address at MAPA's annual general
meeting described Se<.:tion 16(1) as

discriminatory and outdated (Business Times, 28n/93).

What is tire purpose of
Section 16(1)?
Section 16( I) stntes that an estate
employer is obliged to provide 24
days of work to a plantation worker
in each month. The Section stipulates that if the emplo)cr provtdes
less than this number of da)s of
work, then he tS liable to pay the
worker wages for the number ofdays
short of 24 days, f(lr which the
worker was fit and willing to work
had work been provided
The vast majority of plantation
workers are daily rated That is to
say, that unlike a monthly rated
worker (who get<, paid whether or
not his employer provides him with
work), a plantation worker only gets
paid when he is provided with work.
On days in which he is not provided
with work he does not get paid.
In the event that it rains and the
employer decides that he i-; not going
to provide work to his workers. then
these workers, because the) are daily
rated, will not get patd for the day in
question - even though all of them
are fit and willing to work
Section I6( I) serves as a minimum protectton for plantatton
workers in such ~ituations . Its purpose is to sec that worker-; on plantations are provided a minimum of
24 days' wage~ irrespective of the
adverse weather conditions or other
reasons.
Let u~ con!>ider the c~L'>e of a
month with 31 day!>, in \~hich a
worker wa!> willing and fit to work
on 27 days (rest day!> excluded). If
because of adverse weather condi-
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tions, he was only offered work on
23 days, then in addition to the
amount of wages he earned on these
23 days, the estate employer would
(because of the provisions of Section
16(1) have to pay him an additional
day'~ wages as if he had performed
a day'-; work.
It i'> important to note thatS 16(1)
o,tipulates that the worker must be
wtlling and fit to work - only then
wtll he enjoy the protection of the
~aid Sectton. It is not a question of
workers being paid for doing nothing, but a question of plantation
employers being ohliged under the
law to provide a worker with a minimum of24 days work in a month.

What is the origin of
Section 16(1)?
Thts !>ectton was first introduced
at the time when Indian labour was
brought to Malaya under the Indian
Immigration Fund. Ar:; far as the
Federated Malay States were concerned (f-MS) it was introduced in
1925 as an amendment to the FMS
Lahour Code of 1923.
The reason why such a pro"i~ion
was introduced '"as because while
daily wagec; tn those days was fixed
by agreement, it was realised by
tho~e tn authority that it was not
-;ufticient to fix a daily wage. It was
understood then that if the worker
wa~ to obtain a minimum monthly
living income, then at the very least
such a worker should be given 24
days· work and if 24 days' work
could not be gtven, then the worker
~hould be patd 24 days wages.
Thi!> provio,ion was later incoporated into the Employment Ordinance 1955 and became popularly

known as Section J6( I).

Is Section 16(I) outdated?
While this provision may be old,
it is certainly not outdated nor unpractical. The plantation worker of
today is still a daily rated worker. As
far as this aspect of his employment
is concerned. nothing has changed
\ince the early 1920s. The Situation
then. as now. is that he will be denied
a minimum monthly earning if his
employer does not provide him with
work.
This Section could perhaps be
considered outdated if MAPA had
been willing to concede to the incessant demands of the National Union
of Plantation Workers (NUPW) for
monthly wages. MAPA. however.
has constantly rejected such
demands.
In 1986, MAPA fought the
NUPW and won a lengthy legal battle in the Industrial Court on the issues of monthly wages. Again, in
1990, when the Industrial Court
Award handed down in 1986 expired, and the NUPW once again
pressed for their demands for monthly wages, MAPA once again
refused. This was what led to the
nationwide plantation strike in 1990.
MAPA has consistently opposed
the notion of monthly wages. In fact
Tan Srt Ani Arope in his Presidential
Address at MAPA's AGM in
August, remarked that the NUPW
was once again raising the i-.suc of
monthly rates of pay and he
reiterated that the imJu\try ~Nill continue ro fmnly resist any anempt to
change the time- tested wage system
(Business Times. 28n/93).
It should be pointed out to
MAPA that it is this "time tested
wage system" - that plantation
workers be daily rated - that makes
it of utmost importance that they be
provided with work in accordance
with Section 16( 1).
MAPA cannot on the one hand
oppose monthly wages and then at
the same time also call for the repeal
of Section 16( I) of the Employment
Act. Since plantation worker\ are

still daily rated, Section 16( I) is as
relevant and necessary today as it
was some 70 years ago.

Are workers today enjoying
the protection of Section
16(1)?
Although this provision has been
on the statute books for close to 70
years, estate employers have often
blatantly ui:.•cgart.l~ complying
with it. Even today, many estate
employers are not providing their
employees with a minimum of 24
days work in a month.
To consider just one such instance, an estate situated just some
35 miles north of Kuala Lumpur
provided its workers only 12 days of
work in November, 1992. Imagine
how much a workers' monthly earnings would have been for the month
given that the daily wage is only in
the region of $13 a day.
Workers on the other hand have
generally been ignorant of such minimum protection afforded them. It
was only in the aftermath of the
monthly wage strike of 1990, that
many workers became aware of their
entitlement to such protection . Since
then worker;, independently, ac, well
as through the NUPW leadership,
have taken up the issue. Several
claims have been filed in Labour
Ollices throughout the country.
It would be unfortunate if such
minimum protection be taken away
just when workers begin seeking to
reap the minimum protection afforded to them under the law.

Is Section 16(1)
discriminatory?
In calling for a repeal to this section. Tan Sri Ani Arope also
described the section as discriminatory. One would presume
that he considers it discriminatory
against plantation employers.
Let us examine this proposition.
It is true that Section 16(1) only relates to the plantation industry
(agricultural undertaking). Thus at a
cursory glance one could come to the
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conclusion that the section is discriminatory.
To come to a proper understanding of the law however, one has
to consider the cormnon law obligation of an employer to provide work.
At common law, an employer has a
duty to provide work to his
employees, in all situations in which
such failure to provide work would
lead to a reduction in the employees
actual or potential earnings.
ln the case of monthly rated
employees. the employer is under no
obligation to provide work (as such
employees get paid whether or not
work is provided them). In the case
of daily rated workers, however, a
failure to provide work is a breach of
contract
Thus today, in Malaysia, if a
daily rated worker in a factory is able
and willing to work, but if the
employer is not able to provide
work, then the employer would be
liable to pay wages to such a worker
for every day of the month on which
such a worker is willing and fit to
work. A plantation worker on the
other hand would because of the
provisions of Section 16( I) be entitled to a minimum of only 24 days'
work in a month.
Consider again the case of a
month with 31 days. If an industrial
worker was willing and fit to work
on 27 days (rest days excluded) but
for some reason, he was only offered
work on 23 days, then in addition to
the amount of wages he earned on
these 23 days, the employer would
have to pay this worker an addliJOnal
four days wages. A plantation
worker, in the same situation would
only be entitled to one additional
day's wage.
Thus Section 16( I) does not discnmmate
against
plantation
employers as some would have us
believe. Rather, this Section adopt..,
the reasonable approach that a plantation employer is only obliged m
law to provide work on 24 days in a
month and not on each and every day
of the month!
Reasonable legislation should be

respected by all parties concerned
and given the respect and due consideration that it deserves.

Is it difftcult to comply with
Section 16(1)?
Why is it that estate employers
find it so difficult to comply with
Section 16(1)?
The vast majority of plantation
workers, some 300,00) of them in
Peninsular Malaysia, are employed
either as rubber tappers, otl palm
harvesters or field workers. As far as
Section 16(1) is concerned, it is rubber tappers who need the protection
of Section 16( I ) the most.
Many people are of the opinion
that an estate employer does not provide 24 days work m a month because of rain and theret()rc the
employer is unable to send his
workers out in the rain to work. The
truth of the matter ts that there are not
that many days in a month dunng
which it rams the whole day long.
Rather, the reluctance of estate
employers to comply with Section
16(1) has to do with the wet conditions that prevail in a plantation after
it has stopped ratning.
When it \lOps raining, while 011
palm harvester.. and field worker..
are almost always asked to canyout
their respective duties, the rubber
tapper is t:'\ced with a unique ~itua
tion - the bark of the rubber tree is
wet.
When the bark of the rubber tree
is very wet and the tree is tapped,
some of the latex, rather than flowing down the grove of the tapping
panel into the latex cup, will run
down the face or the tapping panel.
Thus many estate exployer.. prefer
not to offer rubber tappers work after
it has stopped raming becau~e they
argue that, the rubber tapper will not
be able to bring in the "nonnal" day's
crop. It is this rca<>On and not a question of a rubber tapper being unable
to work or perlonn hi~ dutie~ that
results in a rubber tapper not being
offered work. Tappers are thus not
provided work and consequently not

paid.
agreed in February, 1990 to comply
Despite the unique situation
fully with the letter and spirit of Secregarding the bark of the rubber tree,
tion 16( I ) (NST, I Ofli90).
there is still no reason why estate
Section 16( I ) was thus invoked
employers cannot provide rubber
'>uccessfully in early 1990 to thaw
tappers with work on at least 24 days
the demand~ of plantation workers
in a month. Firstly,
and the NUPW for
even when the bark is
monthly wages. It
wet, the rubber tapper
would thus be a real
can
perfonn
his
irony if the governduties. This is after all
ment were now to acwhat he is employed
cede to the request of
to do - perfonn his
MAPA and repeal
duties. Provide him
Section 16(1) of the
with work and he will
Employment Act.
perform his duties and
Plantation
bring in a crop.
workers have been
Secondly, ao; far as
constantly featured m
MAPA estates are
the
Five-Year
concerned, there is a Ani Arope: No change for
Malay..,ia Plans as a
proVISIOn
in
the the time-tested wage
group which has a
MAPNNUPW col- system.
high incidence of
lective agreement that
poverty. Wage time
provides for late tapping.
~tudies have shown that their wages
This provision provides that on a
have barely kept pace with inflation.
day in which a rubber tapper cannot
In fact while the average income per
be provided w<~rk at the nonnal comcapita GNP of the nation hao, had a
mencing time (6 am in the morning)
real increase of some 44% between
- either because it is raining or the
1974 to 1987. the real wages of ruhconditions arc too wet - the estate
ber tappers have ueclined during the
employer can request him to comsame period
mence his dulles at any time before
Section 16( I) is one of the"few
12 noon. A rubber tapper \\ ho
protections ~pc:cifically meant for
refuses to comply would be marked
plantation workers - a protection that
as absent and not entitled to wages in
they can ill afford to lose. Plantation
accordance with Section 16( L).
workers place the1r trust and hope in
This is a major concession
the government for a fa1r and just
granted by the NUPW to MAPA
deal.
Given that thi'i provision enables an
The> hope that the government
estate employer to request that a rubwill be as steadfa\t and as uncomber tapper commence his duties at 8
promising as Mr Lee Kim Sai was in
am, 10 am or even 11.30 am, why
1990, when, serving as the acting
Minister of Labour, had stated, "I
then is it so difficult to provide all
plantation worker.,- even rubber tapwould like to see that plantation
pers - with a minimum of 24 day'>
workers arc p:ud for the minimum 24
work in a month?
days. Thi~ will en!>ure that they get a
basic income each month. My view
Plantation workers need the
is based on what the law provides. 1
minimum protection of
cannot agree with any employer,
Section 16(1)
especially from MAPA, who does
not follow the Jaw. I also cannot
In the aftennath of the nationagree
with any employer who tries to
wide plantation strike of 1990. folavoid
implementing the law fully.
lowing protracted discussion among
On
this
matter 1 will be very finn "
MAPA, the NUPW and offic1als of
(Star,
712190)
•
the Ministry of Labour, MAPA
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ACCOUNTABILITY

Renong wins rights to collect tolls
from Penang Bridge
Group tightens grip on Malaysian road system with planned
privatisation of bridge
From Leslie Lopez in Kuala Lumpur

T

he Renong group's grip on
Malaysia's road network is set
to tighten further with the
privatisation of the Penang Bridge,
the country's longest bridge linking
the northern Penang state with the
peninsular mainland.
Sources say Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad's administration decided last week to award the
Renong group rights to manage and
collect tolls from the 13.5 km bridge
for the next 25 years.
Renong, a diversified conglomerate linked to Dr Mahathir's
ruling UMNO party, will pay the
government about M$550 million
(S$341 million) for the concession,
well below the original cost of
M$1.2 billion which the Penang
state paid to build the bridge, which
was completed in J9g6.
Analysts say the deal is likely to
raise
cnttcJsms
of political
favouritism in business against Dr
Mahathir's administration, but few,
if any, expect the government to
reverse his decision over the
privatisation.
Easily the most favoured of
Malaysian groups under the
government's decade-old privatisation progranune. Renong already
holds the lucrative 30-year concession to collect tolls from the NorthSouth Highway.
That concession was awarded in
1988. The 900-km highway, which
links Malaysia's borders with
Thailand and Singapore, is expected
to be fully opened by early next year.

Late last year, the company's
ability to secure large and potentially
lucrative projects from the government wa<> again proven when it
received the mandate to build a sorely-needed road link with Singapore.
Renong's executive chairman
Halim Saad could not be reached and
company executives contacted last
week declined official comment on
the Penang Bridge privatisation. But
officials familiar with the proposed
arrangement say the deal will feature
some fancy corporate footwork by
the group.
According to the officials,
Renong will only own an 80 per cent
stake in the concession company,
while the Penang state government
will retain the remainder.
The proposed privatisation will
include a plan to streamline the
group's urban toll operations under
a single unit. Executives say Renong
may move to inject it-; holdings in the
bridge concession into Metacorp
Bhd, a listed company controlled by
Mr Halim in his private capacity.
Mr Halim acquired Metacorp
last year in a reverse takeover when
he injected his private holdings into
a lucrative urban toll concession in
Kuala Lumpur called Metramac Sdn
Bhd.
Though the Metacorp acquisition provided the listing for Mr
Halim's urban concession on the
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange,
analysts say the well-connected
businessman has long planned to
bring the operations into Renong.
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Sever..1l executives say the concession company holding rights to
the Penang Bridge privatisation will
be injected into the Metacorp. "By
issuing nc\\ shares to finance the
acquisition, Mctacorp will come
under the Renong umbrella," said a
senior banker.
Por the Kenong group, the
privatisation of the bridge is expected to be extremely profitable.
According to sources, annual toll
revenue from the Penang Bridge has
averaged about M$65 million in
recent years. With an estimated
operating expenditure of 15 per cent
to manage the concession, pre-tax
protit would amount to M$55 million.
Even financing the M$550 million price tag for rights to manage
and collect tolls from the Penang
Bridge is not likely to be a problem.
Renong is flush with cash from its
recent M$800 million disposal of
publishing group New Straits Times
Malaysia Hhd and private television
System
Televisyen
station
Malaysian Bhd in the country's
largest management buyout.
News of the impending award of
the Penang Bridge concession
stirred fresh interest in the group late
last week. Renong shares closed last
Friday at M$3.16, up 25 cents from
the previous day, while Metacorp
Bhd junf d 20 cents to close at
M$8.65.
Source: SINGAPORE BUSINESS
TIMES: 20 SEPT /993

HUMAN RIGHTS

HATE

' 'In the course of thi~ application
1 arn frequently going to refer to the
wh1te man and to wh1te people. I
want at on~c to make it de.tr that I
am not .t rac1all ... t ,mJ do nnt -.upport
racialism ot any ~Hld bec.lll'>l' to me
racialism 1s a harharic thmg \\ hether
it comes from ,, hlack man or from J
v.hitc man
I challenge the right of thi' Court
to hear my ca..,c on two grounds.
FIRSTLY. I challenge It on the
ground that I \\111 not be gi\cn a fair
and proper tnal
SECONDLY. I con..,ider mysdf
neither morall) nor lcgall) obliged
to ohey Ia\\" made by a Parharnent

in which I am not represented.
In a political trial such as the
present one. which involves a clash
of the a.'>pirations of the African
people and those of whites, the
country's Courts, as prcl.cntly con\tituted cannot be impartial and fair
In such case..,, whites are interested
partie!..
A judiciary controlled entirely
hy whites and enforcing laws
enacted b) a white Parliament in
\\hich we have no representation laws which in mo~t cm;cs are passed
in the face of unanimous o pposition
from Atncan.., -cannot be regarded
a<; an impart1al tribunalm a political
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trial v. here an African ...tands as .111
accused
But 11 would be grossly inaccurate to conclude from thio; fact that
an African consequently enjoys
equality before the law.

Equality
In 1ts proper meaning equ<tllty
before the law means the right to
participate in the rnal..ing of the law<,
by which one is go\emed; a Con
\titution
which
guarantee'
democratic rights to all sections ot
the population, the right to approach
the Court lor protectiOn or rehet for
the "iolation of rights guaranteed m

the Constitution and the nght to take
part in the administration of ju.,tice
as judges. magistrates, attorneysgeneral, ·law advisers and -,imllar
positions.

The white man makes all the
laws; he charges us before his
Courland accuses us, and Ire sits
in judgement over us.
The real purpo<;e of thi., rigid
colour bar is to en<,ure th:lt the ju.,tice
dispen-;ed by the Courts should conform to the policy of the country.
however much that pohcy rlllght be
in conflict with the norms ofju'>tice
accepted in judicianes throughout
the civilised world.
The existence of genuine
democratic values among~t <>ome of
the country's whites in the judiciary.
however slender they may he, i'i welcomed by me.
I hate racial discrimination most
•intensely and in all its manllestations. I have fought it all along my
life. I fight it now. and will do so until
the end of my days.
Even although I now happen to
be tried by one who<.e opinion I hold
m high esteem, I detest mo'>t violentlj the set-up that -.urround' me here.
It makes me feel that I am a black
man in a white man's Court
This should not be, I should feel
perfectly free, at ease and at home
with the assurance that I am being
tried by a fellow South Afncan who
docs not regard me as tnferior entitled to a special type of ju.,hce.

We regard the struggle
against colour discrimination
and for the pursuit of freedom
and happiness as the highest
aspiration of all men.
Through bitter experience, we
have learnt to regard the white man
as a harsh and merciless type of
human being whose contempt for
our right<;, whose utter ind11lerence
to the promotion of our welfare,
makes his assurances to uc; absolutely meaningless and hypocritical.
In order that the court -,hall understand the frame of mind which
leads me to action !.uch as this (to call

for a national \tril..e on the day South
Africa became a Republic) it is
necessary for me to explain the background to my own political development and to try to make this court
av.. are of the factors that influenced
me in deciding to act as I did.

My Youth
Many years ago. when I was a
boy being brought up in my 'illage
in the Trar,l..ei. I listened to the
elders of the tnbe telling stories
about the good old day~ before the
arrival of the white men .
I hoped and vowed then that,
among the trea~ures that life might
offer me, would be the opportunity
to serve m) people and make my
own humble contnbution to their
freedom '>truggles.
When I reached adult stature. I
became a member of the African
National Congres<;. That was in
1944, and I have followed its policy,
supported it and bclie,ed m its aim
and outlook for 18 years
Its policy wa'> one which appealed to my deepe<,t inner convictions. It sought for the unity of all
Africans, merriding tribal differences amongst them.
It sought the acquisition of political power tor Afncans in the land of
their birth.

A belief
The African National Congress
further believed that all people, irrespective of the nat1onal groups to
which the)' may belong, and irrespective of the colour of their
skins. all people whose horne is
South Africa and who believe in the
principles of democracy and of
equality of men, should be treated as
Africans. That all South Africans are
entitled to live a free life on the basis
of fullest equality of the rights and
opportunities in every field, of full
democratic rights, w1th a direct say
in the affairs of the Government
Right at the begmni ng of my
career as an attorney I encountered
difficulties imposed on me because
of the colour of my s kin and further
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difficulty surroundtng me because of
my membership and support of the
African National Congress.
In the courts where we practised
we were constantly aware that no
matter how well, how correctly, how
adequately we pursued our career of
law, we could not become a
prosecutor or a magistrate or a judge.
\Ve became aware of the fact that
a'> attorney' we often dealt with officials whose competence and attainment\ were no higher than ours,
but whose superior position was
mamta1ned and protected by a white
skin.
I regarded it as a duty which I
owed. not ju~t to my people, but also
to my profession. to cry out against
this di'<:riminat1on which is essentially unju'>t and opposed to the
whole ba\1~ of the attitude towards
justice ''hich IS part of the tradition
of legal trammg m this country.
I believed that in taking up a
stand aga1nst this injustice I was
upholdmg the dignity of what sho uld
be an honourable profession.

Your Worship, I would say
that the whole life ofany thinking African in this country
drives him continuously to a
conflict peculiar to this country.

Unjust
The law as it is applied, the law

as it has been developed over a long
period of history, and especially the
law as 1t is written and designed by
the Nationalist Government, is a Jaw
which, rn our view, is immoral, unjust and intolerable. Our consciences
dictate !hat we must protest agai nst
it, that we mu-;t oppose it and that we
mu!.t attempt to alter it.
Always we have been conscious
of our obligations as citizens to avoid
breaches of the law, where such
breaches can be avoided, to prevent
cla\hes between the authorities and
our people, where such clashes can
be prevented, but nevertheless we
have been driven to speak up fo r
what we believe is right and work for
it and try to bring about c hanges

which will satisfy our human conscience.
If I had my time over I would do
the same again. so would any man
who dares call himself a man.
We have been conditioned to our
attitudes by history which is not of
our making.
We have been conditioned by the
history of white Government in this
country to accept the fact that
Africans when they make their
demands strongly and powerfully
enough for those demands to have
some chance of success will be met
by force and terror on the part of the
Government.
This is not something we have
taught the African people, this is
something the African people have
learned from their own bitter experience.
Government violence can do
only one thing and that is to breed
counter violence.
We have warned repeatedly that
the Government, by resorting continually to violence, will breed in this
country. counter- violence amongst
the people, till ultimately, if there is
no dawning of sanity on the part of
the Government, ultimately the dispute between the Government and
my people will finish up by being
settled in violence and by force.

Violence
Already there are indications in
this country that people, my people,
Africans, are turning to deliberate
acts of violence and of force against
the Government in order to persuade
the Government, in the only language which this Government
shows, by its own behaviour, that it
understand'>. •
Esewhere in the world, a court
would say to me, "You should have
made representations to the Government". This court, I am confident,
will not say ~Representations have been
made, by people who have gone
before me, time and time again. Nor
will the court, I believe, say that.
under the circumstances. my people

are condemned for ever to say nothing and to do nothing. If the court
says that, or believes it, I think it i'>
mistaken and deceiving itself.
Men are not capable of doing
nothing, nf saying nothing, of not
reacting to injustice. of not protesting against oppression. of not !>triving for the good society and the good
life in the way they see it. Nor will
they do so in this country.

Contempt
Perhaps the court will say that
despite our human rights to protest,
to object, to make ourselves heard,
we should stay within the letter of the
law.
I would say, sir, that it is the
Government, its administration of
the law, which brings the law into
such contempt and dio,repute that one
is no longer concerned in this
country to '>tay within the letter of the
law.
I will illustrate th1s from my own
experience. The Government has
used the process of law to handicap
me in my personal life, in my career
and in my political work in a way
which is calculated, in my opinion,
to bri ng a contempt for the law.
I found myself trailed by officer..
of Security Branch of the police
force wherever I went. In short I
found myself treated as a criminal.
an unconvicted criminal.
I WAS NOT allowed to pick my
company, to frequent the company
of men, to participate in their political activities, to join their organisations.
I WAS NOT free from constant
police surveillance any more than a
convict in one of our jails is free from
surveillance.
I WAS MADE by the law, a
criminal, not because of what I had
done, but what I stood for because of
what I thought, because of my conscience.
Can it be any ~onder to anybody
that such conditions make a man an
outlaw of ~ociety?
Can it be wondered that such a
man, having been outlawed by the
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Government. should be prepared to
lead the life of an outlaw, as I have
led for some months according to the
evidence before, this court?
It ha' not been easy forme during
the past period to separate 111y:.t:lf
from my wife and children, to say
goodbye to the good old days when,
at an end of a strenuous day at an
office, I could look forward to joining my family at the dinner-table,
and inste<~d to take up the life of a
man hunted contmuouly by the
police. hving separated from those
who are closest to me, in my own
country. facing continually the
hazard'> of detection and of arrest.

Difficult
Thi~ has been a life infinitely
more difficult than serving a prison
sentence. No man in his right senses
would voluntarily choose such a life
in preference to the one of normal,
family. social life which exists in
every CIVilised community.
But there comes a time. as it
came in my life, when a man is
denied the right to live a normal life,
when he can Jive only the life of an
outlaw because the Government has
so decreed to use the law to impose
a state of outlawry upon him.
I was driven to this situation, and
I do not regret having taken the
decisions that I did take.
Other people will be driven in the
same way in this country. by this
same very force of police persecution and of administrative actions by
the Government, to follow my
course, of that I am certain.

I must place on record my
belief tlwt I have been only one
in a large army of people, to all
of whom the credit for any success of achievement is due
Advance and progress are not the
result of my work alone, but of the
collecuve work of my colleagues
and I. both here and abroad. •

Source: CURRENT LAW
JOURNAL [ 1990] 2 CU

N

early 20 years later, the
author of the cult book of the

1970s, Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance, (henceforth, ZAMM) ha\ written a muchawaited sequel, Lila: An Inquiry
into Moral~ (henceforth,J.IM )
With two decades of h1n<.btght.
one can now under!->tanll why
ZAMM was so hugely succe;;o;ful,
coming as it did at the tailend of the
Great Counter Cultural Revolution.
Aging hippies were then groping
for a new ethos to rudder them
through the era of an Establishment
backla-;h. Zen came to the rescue,
and what better way than on a motorcycle!
The new non-Establi~hment
ethos was, "It don't matter what you
do, man, just DO it!" (i.e. llo It with
SOUL or, in Zen parlance, DO. don't
think). That was how I rcall the me-;sage of Persig's fiN boo)..
Zen was the right sort of medium
to conve) his concern\\ ith ljU<llity (a
kindred of "excellence". I \UPJX1se).
But his repre.,entation of it took it
well beyond its roots in Jnpan anl11n
an entirely offbeat fa~hion, \\ h1ch i5
why ZAMM was such a hit.
Thousands became enamoured
of it ~ince it meant that nnyonc could
now h;l\ e an eve!) day mystll
response to the down~ide of modernity anll its rational di,.:uur..e. And
for the erst\\hile re\olutinnaries. if
you can't lick the E~t<lbli.,hment you
no\\ have a way at lea~t to loidl•,tep
or ignore it.

A more mellowed and jaded
Phaedrus (Persig) in his new book,
takes a second look at the form-substance problem and connects tt to
morals. Quality rcmruns as a ptvoting theme. This is the more mature
book of the more mature, if somewhat more despondent. Phaedrus.
However, LIM tends too much to
be a tour de rejlexion, from the
vantage point not of a motorbike this
time but a sailt·oat. It touches on
myriad issues and themes characteristic of the post modem I 990s. For
lack of the single, penetraung theme
of ZAMM. LIM will probably find
its way only into the d1et of a few
persistent Persig aficionados like
myself. Nonethelesc;, a few insights
from the new hooJ.. are worth noting.
One IS the que,tion of determining what has quality Does Phaedrus'
companton Lila (and the putative
subject of the novel). \\hom he picked up at a ri\er.ide bar. have quality?
The Great At;thor I'> ~offed at by
a C) nical lawyer '"'hen he answers
ino;tim:tivel)" 10 the atfmnative and is
momentaril)" at a lost to explain why.
Doe~ she really'> Lila, who loves
the superficial and faJ..c things in life
like Di~neyland nnd considers a
holiday crui'>t: on the Jungle Queen
of Fort J.auden.ble the epitome of
life's experience.
Phaellru<; le;xh u' e\entually to
the notion that even the humblest of
bemgo; have qualit)
But there ~~ .1 cruc1al difference
between static anll dynamic quality.
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The classtc case of static quality is
the Victorian building, embodying
the beauty and grace of a dead tradition, one that couldn't cope with the
pulsating temper of the times.
On the other hand, it was
dynamic quality that propelled
pioneering Caucasian Americans to
their brave New World, only to dtsplace hapless native American<;
caught in a time warp of a statiC
culture. Phaedrus does point out
though, that white American rarely
admit that the famed, indomitable,
heroic American spirit wa<; an "Indian" ethos ironically appropriated
by whites to overcome the natives.
Morality penneates all human
endeavours. Phaedrus intimates
Even ~ientio;t., make moral choices
when they reJect a hypothesis on the
basis of some. olientimes, sterile,
paradigmatic tiller. And communities could destroy themselves if
dynamic forces are shunted away by
static and obscurantist cultural traditions. Herein too lie moral choices.
The theme of madness returns in
LIM, when Li Ia cmcks up and eventually opts to leave her "captain".
Life is always a little rough at the
edges.
Phaedrus himself best expressc-.
the trnnsition of ZAMM to LIM by
reinterpreting a seemingly static
religious text in the genre of what he
calls the Metaphysics of Quality.

When sustaining
biological and social
patterns
Kill all intellectual
patterns.
Kill them completely
And then follow Dynamic
Quality
And Morality will be
served
If you are still into Zen. read:

When living,
Be a dead man.
Be completely dead,
And then do as you El.ea se
And all will be well. •
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CONCERNS
Palestinian-Israeli
Accord
Aliran
supports
the
decision by the Malaysian
government to adopt a
cautious policy towards r ecognising Israel. It would be foolhardy to recognise Israel until
there are positive signs that
Israel intends to live in peace
with its Arab neighbours and
negotiate the status of Arab
temtories taken by force
during the Israeli aggression
of 1967.
Despite the accord it is
clear that there can be no lasting peace until the just claims
of the Palestinians are
redrPsed through peaceful
negotiations and guarantees
given that Israel will not attack and annex the territories
of her Arab neighbours on the
pretext that such a policy is
necessary for safeguarding her

frontiers.
In this respect it is hoped
that nations of the third world
such as Malaysia will be able
to play a more positive role
towards achievmg a lasting
peace in the middle east and
not allow major western
powers with their hidden
agendas to monopolise the
peace process in the mtddle
cast to the detriment of the
Palestinians and the other
Arab nations.
Dr. Ariffin Omar

President
14 September 1993

THE NEED FOR
RELIGIOUS
HARMONY
Aliran supports the call by
the Prime Minister Datuk Seri
Dr. Mahathir that newspapers
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must exeretse care in dealing
with the issue of religion. Since
Malaysia is a multi ethnic nation that has many religious
denominations within its
population it is imperative
that Malaysians study each
other's religious beliefs and
cultural sensitivities.
The call by the Prime Minister is timely in view of the
fact that several unhealthy incidents have taken place in
Malaysia. These include aggressive
and
insensitive
proselytization by overzealous
missionaries of the various
religious denominations as
they try to win converts to
their faith. Cases of disparaging the religious beliefs of
others is also a problem in
Malaysia. It is important that
such dangerous tendencies be
nipped in the bud before the
situation takes a turn for the
worse.
Aliran
hopes
that
Malaysians will respect the
religous beliefs of one another
and not commit any act or
issue any statement that may
lead to religious tensions
within this nation which is
well known and respected for
its religious tolerance.
Dr Ariffin Omar

President
14 September 1993

All Religions
Preach a Core of
Universal Values
Aliran fully supports the
statement by the Prime Minister that "all major world
religions strive for the establishment of good and reject all
that would lead to rancour and
destruction". We support too
his hope that "serious effort
can be forged towards identify-

AU RAN seminar 'The Human Being: Perspectives from Different Spiritual
Traditions': Identifying points of agreement

ing more points of agreement
while a common stand established against matters that are
potentially disruptive to the
achievement of a peaceful and
understanding world that all
of us yearn for".
These comments were
made in his address to participants of the seminar "The
Role and Influence of Religion
in Society" h eld in Kual a Lumpur, 13-16 September 1993. In
this regard we congratulate
IKIM (Institute of Islamic Understanding Malaysia) and the
Goethe Institute for organising the seminar.
The sentiments expressed
by the Prime Minister on this
occasion constitute the very essence of what Aliran stands
for. The first of our "Basic Principles" reads: "Belief in God as
the Eternal Truth thaL embodies all the universal values
that define our humanity; the
affirmation of God through actual deeds that evince our
humanity."
• Since our formation in 1977,
Altran itself ha'> organised
<,e\eral seminars identif) ing

and emphm.i-.ing the common
values to be found in all the
maJOr spiritual traditions.
• Our periodicals A/iran Monthly
and MaJalah A/iran regularly
carry articles emphasising
these religion<; and spiritual
trad1t1on' with the aim of creating awareness among
Malaysians ofju~t how much
the) \hare in common, although they might profess different faiths.
• The titles of some of our publicatiOn\ further reveal the importance of this theme for
Ahrnn. They mclude The
Umrermlism of Islam ( 1979);
One God, Mam Paths ( 1980);
and The Human Being:
Per~·pecthe.1· From Different
Spmtual Tradllwns ( 1991 ).

Apart from discussing other
(stmctural) factors, articles in
Cm' ll(Jtwn ( 19H I ) and The
Arms Race: Hunuuut) m Crisis
( 1984) also strongly suggest
the need to return to the essential teaching-. ot our religions
and sp1ritual traditions.
whatever they may be, in order
to curb corrupllon and
militariLation in the world.
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• And in all our seminars and
publications we have time and
time again stated that emphasising the common core values
embodied in our different
religions and tradttJOns. can be
an important basi!. for achieving a united and peaceful
Malaysia.
• In fact, a regular column In
A/iran Monthly called "Heartto- Heart" features just how ordinary people in Malaysia
reach out to help one another
in their everyday lives,
whatever their faiths. It is in
this "d1alogue of everyday life"
that we find proof of our common humanity Thi" dialogue
should certainly be encouraged.
It is therefore time for our
community
and
religious
leaders, and the government
in particular, to actively
promote tolerance, co- operation and unity; and persistently reject all form s of
exclusivism and bigotry. Indeed they must be seen by all
to be doing just this all the
time. "Open houses" during
festive times are nice but hardly adequate especially since
these very leaders themselves
manipulate
ethnic
and
religious sentiments to win
votes during election times.
The trend, therefore has to be
reversed.
A step in this direction is
the exposure of the young to
what Dr Mahathir has stated,
namely, that "all major
religions strive for the establishment of good".
In this regard, the teaching
of a common course/subject for
all, in all schools and institutions of higher learning,
stressing Dr Mahathir's point,
will further promote "the
dialogue of everyday life" and
go a long way towards promoting national unity. This is a
point that we have made on

1

many occasions in the past.
Better still, there should be
radio and television broadcasts, and articles in the press,
informing all of the good contained in each others' religions
and spiritual traditions. Festive times are excellent occasions to do this.
However, in striving to
usher in a new world which is
compassionate and just, harmonious and peaceful, and
wherein the people enjoy
development and freedom, it is
necessary to emphasise too
that certain structures of selfish economic interests, corrupt
power and prejudiced thought
need to be identified and transformed .
This
is
why
throughout our history, we
have criticised and condemned, at international and
national levels, all those who
abuse power and repress their
critics who expose them; who
accumulate wealth unceasingly while the basic needs of their
people have not been fulfilled;
and who spread bigotry and
falsehood instead of tolerance
and understa nding.
Recovering, reminding and
reteaching ourselves of the
spiritual values that we share
is very important. But we also
need to go beyond this. Identifying and transforming the
structures that prevent us
from realising our common
humanity is equally important.
Dr Francis Loh
Hon Secretary

16 September 1993

Dr. Fong Chai Onn (Star 13
Spetember 1993) leaves much
to be desired. His remarks that
teachers should not look at
their profession merely from
the monetary viewpoint misses several important factors
as to why teachers are so disillusioned with their profession.
Firstly, the teaching service
is no longer looked upon as an
honoured profession. The
terms and conditions of the
teaching
profession
has
deteriorated over the years to
the point that it is no longer an
attractive career.
Secondly, the lack of direction and policy by the Ministry
of Eduction is hampering the
efforts of dedicated teachers to
"mould the minds of the future
generation." The constant and
unexplained and at times
meaningless policy changes by
the Ministry has contributed
to a sense of frustration and
confusion among teachers.
Thirdly, the SSB is not seen
as an incentive but as an
obstacle and possibly a weapon
that can be used unfairly
against individual teachers by
superi6r s who may have an
axe to grind against them.
Lastly, while the public
may agree that monetary gain
should not be the main motive
of teachers it is also noted that
with the high cost in living,
teachers are entitled to a
decent salary that will enable
them to live with dignity as
was the case in the past with
the teaching profession.
Dr. Ari/fin Omar
President

18 September 1993

Teaching No Longer
An Honoured
Profession

Reform The
Universities

The statement of the
deputy 1\finister of Education
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sity and University Colleges
Act be reviewed should be
given consideration by the
government. It is obvious that
the
Universities
cannot
develop their full potential and
serve the needs of the nation if
they are under the total control
of the bureaucracy. There is a
pressing need for an independent commission to look
after and manage the interests
of the various universities in
Malaysia.
In this respect Aliran supports the cal1 by Dr. Wan Abdul
Manan that academicians
should be given a voice in the
review of the UUCA. Ideally
the UUCA should be replaced
by a University Charter that
would spell out clearly the
function and role of the various
Universites in Malaysia.
Concerning the brain drain
from the Universities, it is unlikely to be halted as long as
the conditions of service, poor
pay and promotion prospects
for deserving university lecturers are not taken into account. Regretably the various
Universities have lost highly
qualified and experienced staff
members to foreign universities which provide better
working
conditions
and
salaries for them.
It is hoped that the
problems facing the various
universities in Malaysia would
be quickly looked into by the
government before we reach a
state whereby it is no longer
possible to replace highly
qualified and experienced staff
who chose to leave because of
poor service conditions.
Dr.Ariffin Omar
President

18 September 1993
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confinu9d from back page ANWAR'S FRIENDS

L

ate last July, when rinance
Minister Anwar Ibrahim
reacted '>trongly in parliament
to Opposition leader Lim Kit Siang•s
statement that he (Anwar) was a
"close friend" of prominent business
tycoon Vincent Tan Chee Yioun, it
was not solely because it implied that
their fnendsrup was the reason why
a com.ortium led by Tan had
received, without tender, the RM6
billion privatised sewerage contract.
Anwar, after all. over the past
two years, had been closely linked
with a number of other prominent
businessmen, both Chinese and
Malay. Anwar's fierce rebuttal of
K.tt S1ang's statement was probably
related to the current factionalism in
UMNO Baru and the Finance
Mini,ter's b1d for the deputy
presidency in the commg party elections th1s November

Close Ties
Anwar's term as Fmancc Minister since March 199 I has increasingly been marked by his clo-;c ties
with several business groups and
politically well-connected businessmen. Tile liN indication ot such
link..-. was in July 1991 when, JUSt
four months after his appointment to
head the Finance Mmi'>try, Anwar
wa.. linked to publidy-listed Sctron
Bhd. a company 1n whkh the
Ya}asan Bum1putera Pulau Pinang
(Pulau Pinang Burniputera Foundation) then had a I 1.85 per cent stake;
the Yayasan was said to be Anwar's
political llag.,hip. Chainnan of the
Foundation since 1988. Anwar
resigned in 1991 follow111g the disclosure of his indirect link to Setron.
Anwar was also linked to the
January 1991 acquisition by TanJUng La}ang <:)dn Bhd. an ob-.cure
RM2 investment holdmg company,
of publidy-hstcd IJris HyJraulic
(M) Bhd, on~.e maJorit\ -ow ned by
UMNO's cooperatne. Kopera.si
Usaha Bersatu Bhd. <tnd then controlled by leaders from the opposi-

tion Semangat 46. The speculation
was prompted by the disclosure that
one
of Tanjung
Layang's
shareholders was Ishak Ismail who
has served as secretary for UMNO
Baru's Permatang Pauh division,
whose chairman is Anwar.
In September 1992, Ishak Ismail

trolled Renong Bhd, ostensibly
through a management buy-out, it
was widely reported that Anwar wa'
linked to this corporate exercise.
Realmild, with a paid-up capital of
just over RMJ 00,000 and hardly any
asset base, wa~ owned by four executives - The New Strait!. T1mes
Press's managing director, Khalid
Haji Ahmad. its senior group general
manager, Mohd Noor Mutalib, New

Anwar's editorial control over these
media operations was viewed as being
crucial in his bid to displace Ghafar
Baba as UMNO Baru's deputy president.
emerged as a director of another
obscure holding company, Grand
Care Sdn Bhd, which had a major
stake in another quoted company,
Wembly Industries Holdings Bhd.
Another director of Grand Care was
Mohamed Sarit Haji Yusoh who had
served as Anwar's political
secretary. A month later, in October
1992. Ishak Ismail and Mohamed
Sarit acquired a 32 per cent stake in
publicly-listed Golden Plus Holdings Bhd (formerly Dayapi Industries). In December 1992,

Straits Times group editor, Abdul
Kadtr Jasin, and Berita Harian
group editor. Ahmad Nazri Abdullah.
To finance this RM800 rmllion
transaction, another publicly- listed
company, Malaysian Resources
Corporation Bhd, was eventually involved in the management buy-out
through a reverse takeover.
Malaysian Resources. a financiallybeleaguered property development
concern controlled by prominent
Chinese tycoon, Quek Leng Chan,

... it was well known that UMNO Baru
was already deeply factionalised because Anwar intended to contest ...
Golden Plus was used to acquire a
substantial stake in publicly-listed
KFC Holdings (M) Bhd, operator of
the country's leading fast-food outlet, Kentucky Fried Chicken.

The NSTP-TV3 Buy-Out
In January 1993, when a controlling 48 per cent stake in The New
Strait!. Times Press and 43 per cent
of TV3's equity were acquired by
Realmild Sdn Bhd for RM800 million cash from UMNO Baru- con-
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through the Hong Leong Group, undertook Realmild's 1Uvf800 million
rights and obligations in return for
control over the Ne"- Stra1ts Times
Pres\ and TV3; in exchange, the four
executives obtained majority control
over MalaysHm Resources.
To help Malaysian Resources
honour this RM800 million undertaking. the company IS expected to
be the beneficiary of a number of
privati~d
contracts. Mal.1ysian
Resources has since obtained a stake

m Sikap Power Sdn Bhd, one of only
two companies in Malaysia which
has an extremely lucrative IPP (in de-

used to buy into Zalik Bhd, a listed
securities finn, and the Ban Hin Lee
Bank Bhd, another quoted concern.

The debates at the 1992 UMNO Baru
general assembly indicated not only
the tremendous pressure on UMNO
Baru leaders to ensure the development of Bumiputera capitalism, but
also the limited tolerance of party members towards the swift rise of new nonBumiputera businessmen
pendent power producer) licence;
Sikap Power abo has a stake in
publicly-listed Malakoff Bhd.

Mutual Benefit
The route taken by Malaysian
Resources which ended up in its
coming under the control ol these
four media executives provides
~me indication of the growing
inter-ethnic cooperation in business
and politics for mutual bcnetit arising out of factionalism within
UMNO Baru. In August 1992, just
four months before this management
buy out, Quek's Hong Leong Group
had made a generous offer for
Malaysian Resources, giving it a
majority 52 per cent stake tn the
company. By November 1992, however, Hong Leong had reduced its
mtercsts m Malay\ian Re<;Ou rces to
a mere 10 per cent, at least 20 per
cent of the equity of Malaysian
Resources v.as acquired by the
Heavy Indu~tries Corporation of
Malaysia ( HICOM), a public
enterprise owned by the Mmi\try of
Finance Inc., the holding company
of Anwar's Finance Ministry. These
tmm.actions sugge!)ted that Hong
Leong Group had played a significant role in facilitating The New
Strait' Times Prc'>S and TV3
management buy-out.
Meanwhile, Hong Leong's
profits from the sale of its Malaysian
Resource~ equity were reportedly

The Hong Leong Group had apparently already obtained, in early
1992, a waiver from the Banking and
Financtal Institutions Act (Bafia)
regulations to obtain more than the
llimitcd 20 per cent stake in Ban Hin
Lee Bank. For Quek, who 1s believed
to be actively pursuing attempt<; to
gain greater control of the financial
sector in Malaysia, giving up
majority control of the ailing
Malaysian Resources for a greater
stake m Ban Hin Lee Bank and Zalik
must have been a very profitable

United Engineers (\.1) Bhd.

Media Control
TheNc.... St.ra.Jt-. TimesPressand
TV3 management buy-out was
widely attributed to An.,..ar's desire
to bring under Ius dtrect control the
influential TV3 - Malay!>ia ~ sole
private television network -and The
New Straits Time' Pre s. which controls not only the leading Engl1!>h and
Malay dailies, .Vn' Straw Times
and Berita Hanan. bm also a
Chmesedally,ShtnMUJLAnl. News.
Anwar's editorial conuol O\er these
,;e..,ed as
media operations 'II.
being cruc1al in hi bid to di.,place
Ghafar BabJ a~ ~L~O Baru's
deputy pre 1denl [)espJte announcements 'ince l:tte 1992 from
all party leaders. mcludmg UMNO
Baru pres1dent Mah:ufur Mohamad,
denying an) rift 'II. Ih n lhe party, it
was well ~nm' n !tot UM!\0 Baru
w~L'> alreadv deepJ~ ractional,-.ed becau~e AnY..lf Intended to rontest the
deputy pre<;ideocy thiS Nmember.
It is not, ho"-oe'u. on!~ Quek's
Hong Leon.: Group.execuu,es from
The New Str.• ts Tunes Press and
busmessmerh. :Jm-pohucians like
Ishak lsma1l and 1ohd Sant who
have benetited from political

Ghafar Baba gave an indication of how
high the stakes had soared when he
disclosed that one aspiring politician
was willing to spend RM600,0DD j ust to
be voted into office as branch chairman.
compromise.
It c;hould be noted that the Hong
Leong Group, through its numerous
publicly-listed companies, is also involvcd with UMNO Baru-linked
compan1es like Renong in the financial futures exchange company,
KLOFFE Capital Sdn Bhd, and
Hume Industries Bhd, in the multibillion ringgit North-South Highway project which was awarded to
another UMNO-Iinked company,
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patronage because or their alignments \lith the Fmance Minister.
Since the earl~ 1990s,there has been
growing critici'm or Anwar's increa.,ing tie
Y.ith other nonBumiputem bu ine men.

Anwar 's Close Friends
Although UMNO Buru factionalism i'> one reason for the growing links between non-Burniputera
businessmen and UMNO Baru

politicians, the phenomenon is not
allogether ne w. Since the late 1980s,
a number of Chinese businessmen
have emerged, widely believed to be
the business proxies ofUMNO Baru
politicians. These businessmen
should be distinguished from the
older, more established Chinese
entrepreneurs who developed close
ties with UMNO leaders, or funded
their campaigns, to protect their own
economic interests.
Among the prominent nonBumiputera businessmen who have
been cited a.s probable business
proxies for the ruling elite include
Vincent Tan Chee Yioun and his
brother Danny Tan of Berjaya
Group, Dick Chan of Mctroplex
Bhd, T K Lim of Kamunting Bhd

him to operate a daily tabloid. 77z~
Sun.
In September 1988, the sale of
the Big Sweep lottery operations
was privatised to Pan Malay~ian
Sweeps Sdn Bhd, a company owned
by Ananda Krishnan, reportedly a
close associate of Prune Minister
Mahathir. Under another privati-.ed
scheme in January 19!:!9, the
Totalisator Board of Malaysia appointed Usaha Tega~ Sdn Bhd,
another of Ananda Knshnan's
numerous holding companies, to
manage the Numbers f"oreea-.t
Totalisator O peration (NFO) Usmg
his control over Pan Malaysian
Sweeps, Ananda Kri<,hnan implemented a complicated reverse
takeover and obtained a maJority in-

The emergence of tjJis new dominant
political elite ... means thpt one faction
within UMNO Baru now has significantly greater power over other factions,
thus hampering the possibility of a fair
and open party election.

and T Ananda Krishnan ofTanjong
pic, all of whom have become leading corporate ligures. The growth of
Vincent Tan and Ananda Krishnan's
corporate interests, for example, has
been primarily due to the gambling
licences and privatised contracts
they have received from the government.
The highly profitable gaming e ntity, Sports Toto, was privati!.<:d in
1985 to B & B Enterprises Sdn Bhd,
which is owned by Vincent Tan.
Through share-swaps and other corporate manoeuvres using these
lucrative Sports Toto shares, Tan
had, by the late 1980s, constructed a
massive corporate empire under the
Berjaya Group. In early 1993, apart
from the consortium of companies
led by Tan which was awarded the
RM6 billion privatised sewerage
contract, a licence was also issued to

terest in publicly-listed TanJong pk,
now his major corporate vehicle. In
1991 , a consortium of companies
headed by Anand a Krishnan· s Sen
Kuda Sdn Bhd obtained government
approval for a major multi-million
ringgit project, the Kuala Lumpur
City Centre project, situated in the
city's golden triangle region.

Severe Criticism
At the UMNO Baru general a-.sembl y in 1992, so severe were
criticisms by party members that
Vincent Tan and Ananda Krishnan
were the recipient<; of such lucrati\e
government contracts that Anwar
had to make a strong statement
defending
the
government'<;
decision; he ai'>O stridently denied
the existence of any political tic~
between these men and UMNO Baru
leaders.
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Despite the derual, Vincent Tan
and Ananda Krishnan's access to
privati sed contracts is still attributed
to the1r dose tics w1th senior political leaders It is, however, highly
improbable that these emerging alliances between U.MNO Baru
politicians and non- Bumiputera
buo;inessmen is due to a new conciliatory atlltude by Malay leaders
towards the development of no nBumiputem capital. The debates at
the 1992 UMNO Baru general assembly indicated not only the
tremendous pressure on UMNO
Baru leaders to ensure the development of Bumiputera capitalism, but
also the hmued tolerance of party
members towards the swift rise of
new non- Bumiputera businessmen.
Thi-. would also explajn why
Anwar has been under increa..,ing
pn:ssure to rebut allegations that he
io; a "close friend" ol Vincent Tan
wh1ch imply he is the reason for
Tan 'c; continued access to government projects The pressure to ensure no Joss of '-Up port for him within
UMNO Daru was Ml intense that
Anv·arevcn 'iaw the need to bring up
the point that Mahathir wa.o; also a
close:: friend ol Vincent Tan.

UMNO Baru Factionalism
Since there is mounting evidence
to prove that provtding important
contracts or helping to obtain tnterests m m<tior corporate entities have
become important means for securtng political support, control over
wealth resources now appears to be
cruc1al for building a politicall base.
The rap1d development of a
Buzmputcm nuddle and upper class
since 1970. however. has raised
political stakes. Mahathir him,elf
acknowledged the phenomenon of
money politics when he stated that
"with more Malays becoming rich,
the contest<. for posts (in the UMNO
Supreme Council) are being carried
out by uszng large amounts of
money". At the party's General Assembly in 1985, then UMNO VicePresident, Ghafar Baha, gave an
ind1cation of how high the stakes had

soared when he disclosed that one
aspiring politician was willing to
spend RM600,000 just to be voted
into office as brdllch chainnan
More recently, while alludmg to
the intense campaign for the party
deputy president's post, Mahathir
warned of the probable corruption of
leaders in the future: "If you are
thinking of the next election, you
hand out money and you become
popular. The receivers will a'k for
more and more and where will you
get the money?" Apart from money
politics, and because of the intense
politicking within UMNO Baru,
other abuc;es and malpractices that
have become norms before party
elections are the use of "poison pen
letters" and abuse of government
agencie$ and machinery for political
campaigns.

Business patronage
Government policies such :c.
privatisatton have also had an tmpact
on UMNO Baru politics. The active
promotion of the private sector, and
not public enterprises, as the main
vehicle for economic development,
probably curtails the influence that

those who have developed close ties
with members of the business community now tind that they hold a
advantage over other aspiring

there are allegations that one faction
within UMNO Baru has already raised
several hundred million ringgit through
the stock market for use during the
coming party elections.

politicians Thu.,, Anwar, asFmance
Minister, IS in a '>tmng pos1t1on to
benefit from pnvausation and his
close link'> with businessmen For
example, when he announced in
1une 1993 that nearly I ,200 federal
and state owned companies were to
be privatiscd. it v.as inevitable that
he gamed some pohtical mileage out
of it, particularly with the substantial
mcrease 10 the number of
businessmen as delegates at UMNO
Barn's general assembly since the
rnid-1980.,

This increasing centralization of power
in the hands of the party's president,
however, is a major reason for the rise
of money politics and factionalism in
UMNO Baru

politicians have for practising
patronage through the government.
Thus, control by politicians of a '>Ub·
stantial 1.egment of corporate stock,
either in a personal capacity or
through pmxic!> or by developing
close tics with businessmen, is imperative for continued access to
patronage to !>trengthen their po'iitions in the party.
Politicians who have used their
position to help develop new
businessmen who now have v,tst
control over the corporate sector or

used to serve particular political purposes, rather than ju'>t aiding certain
economic de~igns . Furthem1ore. necause mo'>t of UMNO Baru''> top

The emergence of this new
dominant political elite, which has
extcn~ive influence over the corporate sector. mearu. that one faction
within UMNO Baru now has Significantly greater power over other
factions, thus hampering the possibility of a fair and open party election.

Political Purposes
This Jevelopmcnt suggests that
the distribution of government
resources and patronage may be
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leaders now enjoy close link., with
businessmen, rumours abound that
these businc~smen. if not pm,1es,
are benefiting Jrom c;uch political
patronage; apart from prm idmg
them with fund'i dunng political
campaigns, this newly ac:qu1red
business influence i-. al-.o uS<:J for
the benefit of these (Xllitician' by
ensuring that they ha\C adequate
coverage in the mcd1a, or by u~ing
the media and -.uch bu,ine~s in11uence to ali~ate their political opponents.
This to some c'ltent. al-.tl explains why 11 wa' ncce''aT) for
Anwar to gam control O\erThe New
Straits Time~ Pre!>!> and TV3 Although reports 1n the New Strait.\
Times have not yet been blatantly
open in their support of Anwar. more
1.ubtle means ha~e been used v.hu:h
benefit the F1nance Minbter. By
highlighting and pia} ing up
Ghafar's alleged .1bu'e of l!overnment agencic' dunng hi' political
campaigns, for e'ample, the
newspaper ha-. helped to ca<;t Anwar
in a very faHlur:tble h~ht Y ct, although similar gO\emmentagcncics
have been open!} abused by moc;t
UMNO Baru leaders for poliucal
campaigns dunng general election!>,
this has never hccn 'een lit to be
exposed by the New Strairf Tinwf
This power struggle and the crucial role of patronage und money to
establish power bases reaching
down to gra-.~rllOt<> le\el ha, augmented factionaltsm within UMNO

Baru. In attempting to compete et:.

within the party. Ghafar Baba too

Daim Zainuddin ... is probably in a
powerful position to influence the outcome of the contest ...
fectively, each faction appears to be
setting up ito; own source offunding,
cultivating its own set of business
proxies and operating mdependently
of the party centre.

Disruptive Effects
Moreover, since business power
can easily be abused for political
purposes, this can have disruptive
effects on the marlo..et. Strong
rumours already abound that the bull
run on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange during the early and middle
parts of this year was precipitated by
intluential busmessmen 'ceking to
raise funds for their poltucal patron!>
to garner support before the UMNO
Baru party election this November.
Supporting the allegation was that
most of the \hares of companies
which experienced a rapid rise in
trading and price were those closely
associated with UMNO Baru or
which are led by businessmen with
strong political ties, among them
Idris Hydraulic, Renong and Granite
Bhd.
By early 1993, the RegiMmr of
Companies had also begun investigations into suspected insider trading involving TV3, The New Strai~
Times Press. Renong and Malaysian
Resources follo\\ing a surge in the
share prices of these companies. In
fact, there are allegation' that one
faction withtn UMNO Baru has already raised several hundred million
ringgit through the stock market for
use during the coming party elections.
Anwar'" alleged links to
businessmen and involvement in
The New Straits Times Press and
TY3 management bu}-OUt i<> an indtcation of the separate busine\'>
bases betng created by faction~

has close links with the business
community, especially through his
sons, Tamrin and Mohd Sofi, but it
is believed that he has not been as
effective as Anwar in uo;ing his business links for political ends.
Furthermore, Daim Z'linuddin,
UMNO Baru treasurer and a strong
Anwar supporter, is probably in a
powerful position to influence the

judiciary and the monarchy thmugh
amendments to the national constitution.
This increa-;ing centralization of
power in the hands of the party's
president, however, is a major
reason for the rise of money politics
and factionalism in UMNO Baru,
especially since the -;uccession line
has been unclear since Musa
Hitam'-. resignation as Deputy
Prime Minister in 1986. The potentially destabilizing consequence of
this W<l~ observed in the 1987 power
struggle in the party and appears to
be developing again in the current
contest for the deputy presidency.
As 111 the mid-19ROs, however,
such factionalism is unproductive as

Change within UMNO Baru for the better is improbable as Anwar's faction
does not appear to be instilling a new
spirit of open and clean politics ...
outcome of the contest for the deputy
presidency through his control over
the Renong Group which is still influential in the construction and
finance sectors; although Renong is
now legally beyond the jurisdiction
ofUMNO Baru, the company is controlled by Daim's business a.-.'>ociatc'> who have publicly admttted
that they were trustees for the party·<;
vast corporate assets.

Centralization of Power
Meanwhile, Mahathir's position
at the helm of UMNO Baru and as
Prime Minister appears well conc;olidated . Since he came to power 111
1981, the extent of distribution of
authority within the government and
UMNO hierarchy ha.-; diminished
considerably. Apart from the fact
that the party's conc;utution w<L'>
amended to ensure that his position
was practically una.ssailable. power
was increasingly centralized in the
hand~ of the cxecutl\e parallel to the
diminution tn the powers of the
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it is not a kind of confrontation that
will lead to a transformation of the
social order within UMNO Baru.
despite claims by Anwar's faction
that his election to the post wi II lead
to a new order within the party.
Change within UMNO Baru for the
better i-. improbable as Anwar's faction doc' not appear to be instilling
a new spirit of open and clean
politics, this is in spite of Anwar
himself being an oul\poken critic of
money politics, particularly the mix
between politics and business.
Rather. the continued use of
money and patronage to secure support 111 party polls \~ill probably be
perpetuated even if Anwar secures
victory this November, particularly
since he .... ill have to contend with
Ghafar' s taction. whtch comprtses
several other sub-l~1ctions led by
senior politicians like Abdullah
Ahmad Uadawi and Sanusi Junid.
which ha'> a staunch and lo~l following \\tthin UMNO Raru .•

Vincent Tan

Ananda Krishnan

ANWAR IBRAHIM

Daim Zainuddin

Anwar Ibrahim's tenn as Finance Minister has been marked by his
close ties with several business groups and politically well- connected
businessmen. EDMUND TERENCE GOMEZ blames the increase in
money politics and factionalism on the centralisation of power in the
hands of the party president.
Anwar's faction, he notes, does not appear to be instilling a new spirit of
open and clean politics. Even if Anwar wins in November, money politics
and patronage will continue as he will still have to contend with the
strong Ghafar faction.

Full story on page 35

